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1 INTRODUCTION 
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a label free method for monitoring surface interac-
tions. It was first demonstrated as a way to study phenomenons occurring at metal sur-
faces in  the  early  1980’s (Gordon and Ernst 1980). Since then, it has gained popularity 
for use in biomolecular interaction studies. Here, the other molecule is fixed on top of a 
metal surface and the other molecule is introduced as an analyte. These studies include 
protein-protein, lipid-protein, carbohydrate-protein, DNA-protein, DNA-DNA and 
RNA-DNA interactions (Brockman et al. 1999; Nelson et al. 2001; Nelson et al. 2002; 
Smith et al. 2003; Wegner et al. 2003; Mannelli et al. 2006; Yuk et al. 2006; Li et al. 
2006; Wakao et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2008; Stahelin 2013). Surface plasmon resonance 
has the advantage of detecting changes at the metal-biomolecule interface in real time 
without labels, providing affinity and kinetic information of these processes. The tech-
nique is based on surface plasmon resonance phenomenon occurring at the metal sur-
face that is sensitive to refractive index (RI) changes at the vicinity of this surface. Mo-
lecular interactions or mass variations near the surface alter the refractive index and 
thus, can be detected by SPR. Recently, this method has been applied also in living cell 
sensing. Traditionally in vitro cell assays have relied on labeling methods to investigate 
cell reactions to different stimulus, such as drug internalization or apoptosis (González 
and Negulescu 1998; Wang et al. 2008). These methods are often time consuming and 
costly. In addition, labeling may affect normal cell behavior, have limited detection 
time and are usually capable of providing only end point data (Johnson 2005). As sur-
face plasmon resonance circumvents these restrictions and provides a tool to examine 
cell reactions in an environment that is physiologically relevant, it has raised great in-
terest in the field of cell sensing research. 
In this literature review, recent studies utilizing surface plasmon resonance technology 
for living cell sensing are introduced. The focus will be on the experiments that employ 
immobilization of cells on top of the sensor surface. Other assay set-ups are also dis-
cussed briefly. The aim is to shed light on the requirements and limitations that SPR has 
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on cell sensing and how these limitations could be overcome. In the experimental sec-
tion, SPR is used for detection of internalization of platelet and prostate cell derived ex-
osomes by prostate cancer cells. In addition, the feasibility to culture these cells on top 
of the metal surface, a prerequisite of SPR assay, is evaluated. 
2 SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE 
2.1 Theoretical basis of surface plasmon resonance 
Surface plasmon is an electromagnetic wave propagating at the interface between a 
metal and a dielectric (Raether 1986; Maier 2007). Maxwell´s theory of surface plas-
mons describes the free electrons of a metal as an electron liquid of high density (i.e. 
plasma) and density fluctuations on a surface of this liquid as surface plasmons. Plas-
mons can also be thought as the particle name of this electromagnetic wave that has 
mass and velocity. Surface plasmons are not present inherently on these interfaces. In-
stead they can be created via excitation by e.g. light. Excitation of surface plasmons was 
first reported by Otto (1968) and Kretschmann and Raether (1968). Kretschmann con-
figuration uses plane polarized collimated light that undergoes total internal reflection at 
a metal surface. 
When light is directed through a prism perpendicular to a flat surface, all light will pass 
through. When the angle of incidence (θ) (the angle between the line perpendicular to 
the surface and the light beam) is then increased to a critical value, the light is complete-
ly reflected and no light passes through the flat surface anymore (Figure 1). The angle 
where this happens depends on the refractive index of both sides of the surface. This 
angle of incidence is called total internal reflection (TIR) angle. 
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Figure 1. Light travels through a prism and meets an interface where the refractive in-
dex  is  different  on  both  sides  of  the  plane  of  interface.  a)  Angle  of  incidence  (θ)  is  low  
and light passes through the plane and refracts towards the plane of interface. b) Total 
internal  reflection  (TIR).  The  incident  angle  (θ)  exceeds  the  critical  angle  and  all  light  is  
reflected from the plane of interface back to the prism and no light passes through the 
plane. 
Even though at TIR no light passes through the flat surface, the electric field of the pho-
tons extends past this surface. If this flat surface is metal such as gold, photons can in-
teract with the free electrons of the gold layer. The interaction between the electric field 
of the photons and free electrons of the gold depend on the momentum of the photons 
and surface plasmons that are generated. For interaction (i.e. surface plasmon reso-
nance) to occur, the photon momentum must match that of the plasmons. 
The momentum of photons and plasmons can be expressed as a wave vector function. 
Using Maxwell´s equations these functions can be resolved mathematically into com-
ponents parallel and perpendicular to the surface. The surface plasmon wave vector 
function consists of complex dielectric permittivity of the dielectric that is the medium 
next   to   the  metal,   denoted  by   ε1 and the complex dielectric permittivity of the metal, 
denoted   by   ε2. The vector function’s surface parallel component (kx,SP) and perpen-
dicular component (kz,SP) can be expresses as: 
Equation 1. k୶,ୗ୔ =
ω
c ඨ
εଵεଶ
εଵ + εଶ
 , 
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Equation 2. k୸,ୗ୔ =
ω
c ඨ
εଵ
εଵ + εଶ
 
 
where  ω  and  c  are the angular frequency and the speed of light in vacuum, respectively. 
For photon-plasmon interaction, only the parallel vector component kx,SP of surface 
plasmons matters. This is because plasmons are confined to the plane of the gold film. 
For plane polarized light under TIR conditions, wave vector projection of the photons 
on the metal surface kx can be expressed as: 
Equation 3. k୶ =
ω
c ඥε଴ sin θ  
where   θ   is   the   incident   light angle and   ε0 is the permittivity of the prism. From this 
equation we can see that the plane polarized light wave vector depends on the incident 
light angle  θ.  Wave  vector  coupling  (i.e  surface  plasmon  resonance)  takes  place  when  
photon wave vector projection on the metal kx equals the parallel vector component 
kx,SP of surface plasmon: 
Equation 4. k୶ = k୶,ୗ୔ , 
Equation 5. 
ω
c ඥε଴ sin θ =
ω
c ඨ
εଶεଵ
εଶ + εଵ
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2.2 Experimental basis of surface plasmon resonance 
Surface plasmon-photon coupling 
For surface plasmon resonance to occur, a coupling method between the surface plas-
mons and photons is required. In Kretschmann configuration, the prism itself acts as a 
coupler (Figure 2). The metal surface is positioned next to the prism and surface plas-
mons are generated at the metal-dielectric interface (Homola 2006). In this type of setup 
the only variable affecting the plane parallel vector component of surface plasmons 
(kx,SP) is the permittivity of the dielectric  (ε1) next to the gold layer. When vector cou-
pling takes place and surface plasmons are created, it can be seen as a noticeable drop in 
reflected light intensity, as the photons turn into plasmons. 
 
Figure 2. Kretchmann configuration. The prism acts as a coupler, allowing photons to 
interact with free electrons of metal layer. Light reflects at the metal-prism interface, but 
surface plasmons (SP) are generated at the metal-dielectric   interface.   ε1,   ε2 and  ε0 are 
the permittivities of dielectric, metal and prism respectively (Edited from Viitala et al. 
2013). 
As already mentioned, when surface plasmons are generated, they propagate along the 
interface of metal surface and dielectric. Just as refracted light has an electromagnetic 
field perpendicular to the metal surface, so do surface plasmons. This is the kz,SP com-
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ponent of surface plasmons, which extends to z-direction, i.e. into the dielectric. This 
electromagnetic field of surface plasmons decays exponentially into the adjacent medi-
um in contact with the metal. This decaying field is called an evanescent field. The 
depth to which this evanescent field penetrates (δz) has relation to the p-polarized light 
and is about half of its wavelength (Kooyman 2008). This evanescent field is influenced 
by  the  dielectric  property  (i.e.  permittivity  ε1) of the medium, to which it extends. Thus 
the dielectric property of the medium that is within this evanescent field has an effect on 
the momentum of surface plasmons. When the momentum of the surface plasmons 
changes, it can be matched again by changing the incident angle of plane polarized 
light. 
In summary, we can conclude that in an experimental setting where a plane-polarized 
light is directed through a prism at certain angle and undergoes total internal reflection 
on a thin gold surface, the only variable that affects the excitation of surface plasmons is 
the permittivity of the medium next to the gold surface. The reason for this is that it is 
the only variable affecting the momentum of surface plasmons. The evanescent field 
depth (δz) of surface plasmons depends upon the wavelength of the p-polarized light. 
Changes only within this evanescent field induce changes in the surface plasmon mo-
mentum. Only when the momentum of reflected light matches that of the surface plas-
mons, can plasmons be created. When momentum matching happens, a sharp dip in the 
reflected light intensity occurs. On the other hand, momentum of the reflected light can 
be modified by changing the incident angle of the p-polarized light. Thus by monitoring 
changes in the angle of minimum light intensity, changes within the medium next to the 
gold surface can be detected. When the properties (e.g. composition) of the medium 
change, it changes the permittivity i.e. refractive index (RI) of the medium. 
SPR sensogram 
SPR sensor instrument can either alter the incident light angle during the measurement 
(angular scan), or measure the intensity changes at a fixed angle. First, a range of inci-
dent light angles is scanned from which a full SPR curve can be drawn that shows re-
flected light intensity variations in relation to angle changes (Figure 3). From this angu-
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lar scan it is readily noticeable that there is a distinct minimum in the reflected light in-
tensity at around incident angle of 68 °. This is the peak minimum angle. 
 
Figure 3. A full SPR curve. Intensity (y-axis) is the intensity of reflected light and An-
gle (x-axis) is the angle of incident light. At incident angle of ~68 °, marked by red cir-
cle, a sharp drop in the intensity of reflected light is observed (Peak minimum angle). 
In angular scan mode the whole angular range is scanned continuously and the position 
of the peak minimum angle i.e. peak angular position (PAP) is monitored. The whole 
angle range is measured e.g. every two seconds and the PAP is then expressed in rela-
tion to time in an SPR sensogram (Figure 4). A sensogram can be drawn also by using a 
fixed angle scan. Here, the steepest slope at left from the peak minimum angle is chosen 
and the intensity change at this angle is followed continuously. Intensity increases and 
decreases at this angle translate to peak angular position decreases and increases, re-
spectively. The advantage of fixed angle is its faster response to intensity changes as 
there is no need to alter the angle of the light. On the other hand, angular scan can moni-
tor the whole SPR curve continuously. Whichever mode used, SPR is capable of meas-
uring changes of the refractive index in the vicinity of the sensor slide in real time. 
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Figure 4. An SPR sensogram: Minimum intensity angle is measured and plotted against 
time. At the beginning, a baseline is observed, where minimum intensity angle is con-
stant at A. At the time indicated by the dashed arrow, a change occurs and the minimum 
intensity angle shifts to position B. This is due to change in refractive index of medium 
within evanescent field. At the end, minimum angle starts to shift back towards the 
baseline (Edited from Tudos and Schasfoort 2008). 
From figure 4 it can be seen how the peak angular position remains constant at first. 
Then, at the time indicated by the arrow, the refractive index of the medium within the 
evanescent field changes and the peak minimum angle increases from A to B. Later, the 
minimum angle starts to shift back towards its original position. This change in peak 
angular position can be caused by, for example, molecules that adsorb on the gold sur-
face. Because the adsorbing molecules have different refractive index than the medium, 
the average refractive index of the medium changes. When the molecules start to de-
tach, the space is occupied again with the medium and the refractive index changes 
back, closer to the value of plain medium. 
3 SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE IN CELL SENSING 
3.1 Instrumentation 
A widely used experimental setup when utilizing SPR for living cell sensing deploys an 
approach where cells are cultured on top of a gold surface. Although when considering 
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surface plasmon excitation, silver would be a better option, gold is chemically more in-
ert   and   thus   is   the   “gold   standard”   (Schasfoort and McWhirter 2008). The setup in-
cludes the optics (light source, photodetector and a prism), flow cell chamber, a system 
for liquid perfusion and a sensor slide (Figure 5). The sensor is pressed against the 
prism and flow cell chamber sits firmly on top of the sensor with a seal in between. The 
flow cell chamber has an inlet and an outlet, so the medium surrounding the cells can be 
changed by injection. The sensor has a very thin gold layer, approximately 50 nm, on 
top of a glass. Surface plasmons are generated at the gold-dielectric interface where 
cells reside. The evanescent field penetrates into the cells and refractive index changes 
within cells can thus be monitored. 
 
Figure 5. Experimental setup of living cell sensing. Cells are attached on top of a gold 
sensor. Sensor is placed against the prism and surface plasmons are generated on the 
gold surface, where cells are attached. Evanescent field is influenced by cell morpholo-
gy alterations (Edited from Yashunsky et al. 2010b). 
The flow cell chamber covers only a portion of the sensor slide. This has significance 
when positioning the sensor slide so that the measurement area has a confluent cell 
monolayer. The area of measurement is illuminated by two lasers, and is usually about 1 
mm in diameter. These two lasers, which can have different wavelengths, are positioned 
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at the top and at the bottom of the flow cell chamber. Consequently, the actual area of 
measurement covers only a small area of the whole surface of the sensor slide. Figure 6 
depicts a measurement area with a single flow cell chamber. Other cuvettes may include 
two or more separate chambers. In cell sensing, the measurement area should have a 
continuous cell monolayer to ensure that the signals originate from cells and not from 
empty sensor. Alternatively, the use of e.g. SPR imaging allows to select a focused area 
during the measurement, from which SPR signal is detected. Thus, in such a case a con-
tinuous monolayer is not required. 
 
Figure 6. View of sensor slide from the top. Flow cell chamber is depicted as a crosscut. 
The gray represents the flow cell seal that separates the flow cell chamber from the rest 
of the sensor during the SPR measurement. The pink area is the flow cell chamber area 
that is filled with medium. The solid red circle indicates the area of measurement for the 
bottom laser and the dashed blue for the top laser. 
3.2 Additional tools in cell sensing 
Peak minimum intensity and total internal reflection area of the surface plasmon reso-
nance curve 
When using the angular scan, the full angular spectrum is monitored throughout the ex-
periment. Thus, it is possible to gain additional information such as reflected light in-
tensity at the minimum peak of the SPR curve (peak minimum intensity, PMI) and 
changes at the total internal reflection area (TIR area) (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. From a full SPR curve, information of the peak minimum intensity (PMI) and 
changes at the total internal reflection (TIR) area are available (Edtited from Viitala et 
al. 2013). 
Even though these parameters are not commonly utilized, they can further aid in inter-
preting cellular events. The intensity at peak angular position (PMI) depends on losses 
of the surface plasmons due to light scattering and absorption, i.e. the more light scat-
ters and absorbs, the less surface plasmons are generated and thus the reflected light in-
tensity increases (Viitala et al. 2013). Scattering is caused by all objects that have dif-
ferent refractive index than the surrounding liquid. Thus, in cellular assays the increase 
in PMI is caused by e.g. corrugation of cell membrane and increasing concentration of 
cell organelles within the evanescent field (Yashunsky et al. 2012b; Vala et al. 2013). 
Viitala et al. (2013) simulated SPR curves for cellular monolayers and divided the cells 
to a lower portion, reached by evanescent field, and an upper portion, outside of the ev-
anescent field. They saw that refractive index changes at the upper part of the cell layer, 
that did not have an effect on PAP, showed consistent increase / decrease of TIR angle 
as RI at this portion of cell layer increased / decreased. The intensity of TIR region re-
sponded to changes mainly within the evanescent field region. These were opposite to 
PMI changes, namely, TIR intensity was increased / decreased as PMI decreased / in-
creased. 
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Surface plasmon resonance imaging 
Surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI), or 2D-SPR or surface plasmon resonance 
microscopy, was first described by Rothenhäusler and Knoll in 1988 (Rothenhäusler 
and Knoll 1988). It was first used for cell detection in 1999 by Giebel et al. (Giebel et 
al. 1999). In contrast to a conventional SPR apparatus that measures an average RI 
change in a given area, SPR imaging determines the intensity of reflected light with 
high spatial accuracy using a CCD camera. It can produce an image of the sensor sur-
face from underneath (Figure 8). This makes it possible to select and detect multiple 
points of interest on a single sensor slide. Resolution is limited by propagation length of 
the surface plasmons and is in the range of sub-micron to micron (Wang et al. 2012b). 
With this detection method RI on cellular level can be observed and RI changes be-
tween individual cells can be compared (Yanase et al. 2010; Iribe et al. 2010; Yanase et 
al. 2012). The resolution is high enough to even differentiate RI change distribution 
within a single cell (Wang et al. 2012b). 
 
Figure 8. Image obtained with SPR imaging. Different cells and even different areas of 
single cells show different degree of reflected light intensity (Yanase et al. 2010). 
Bright field and total internal reflection Fourier transform microscopy 
SPR can be configured with an additional detection instrument such as bright field light 
microscopy or fluorescence microscopy. With bright field microscopy it is possible to 
examine e.g. cell monolayer integrity concurrently with the SPR signal (Yashunsky et 
al. 2010b). Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) is used for fluo-
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rescent imaging of liquid/solid surfaces (Steyer and Almers 2001). Like in surface 
plasmon resonance, an evanescent field is generated with limited penetration depth. Us-
ing this method together with SPR allows simultaneous information of fluorescence la-
beled molecules and refractive index changes (He et al. 2006). Moreover, surface plas-
mons actually enhance the intensity of fluorescence signal twofold. 
4 BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS WITH CELLS ON GOLD SUBSTRATE 
4.1 Cell adherence and viability 
In order to study cellular reactions to different stimulus, cells have to attach on top of 
the metal surface. Furthermore, they have to withstand a degree of shear stress, as many 
experimental setups introduce a constant flow inside the flow cell chamber. Even if 
measurements are conducted without flow, the injection of samples into the flow cell 
chamber causes a flow of liquid that may displace loosely attached cells from the sur-
face of the sensor slide. Giebel et al. (1999) first demonstrated the use of SPR in study-
ing goldfish glial cell adhesion to aluminum-coated sensor slides. Other studies had al-
ready employed SPR in detecting whole cells (Watts et al. 1994; Fratamico et al. 1998). 
In these studies, however, the cells were not cultured on top of the sensor slide. Instead, 
cells flowed free on top of functionalized sensor surface, to which cells adhered. 
When cells attach on surfaces, the cell membrane is not homogenously in contact with 
the substrate. Cells attach by focal contacts 1 µm in width and 2-10 µm in length, where 
the cell membrane is within 10-15 nm from the surface. Other areas form close contacts 
where the membrane and the surface are separated by 30-50 nm or extracellular matrix 
contacts that are at the distance of 100 nm or more (Figure 9) (Izzard and Lochner 1976; 
Chen and Singer 1982; Burridge et al. 1988). Thus, even though SPR measures the re-
fractive index only to an extent of a few hundreds of nanometers and cell coverage on 
sensor surface would be complete, a degree of extracellular fluid is within reach of the 
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evanescent field. Thus, SPR always detects the effective mean of the refractive index 
within the evanescent field that includes extracellular fluid. 
 
Figure 9. Representation of cell-substrate interaction with focal-, close- and extracellu-
lar matrix contacts (Edited from Giebel et al. 1999). 
The degree of attachment is dependent on the cell line. Some cell types are more prone 
to detach, while some do not attach at all. Also, understanding the effects that cell adhe-
sion, migration and displacement have on the SPR signals is paramount when differen-
tiating these responses from other cellular processes. Wang et al. (2012b) studied cell-
substrate adhesion strength by introducing extracellular osmotic alteration and measur-
ing the intensity changes at fixed angle. By exploiting the SPR imaging method, they 
were able to obtain spatial information of reflected light intensities and thus determine 
RI change distribution within single cells. They used human epithelial cell line SH-EP1 
grown on top of a gold sensor that was treated with collagen to enhance cell adhesion. 
Hypertonic solution induces intracellular fluid to flow out of the cell causing cell 
shrinkage. This resulted in parts of the cell bottom membrane to detach from the sur-
face, seen as immediate decrease of reflected light intensity i.e. decrease of PAP. The 
opposite was seen when introducing cells to hypotonic environment. Angular position 
increased, as the cells were pushed towards the surface. 
Yashunsky et al. (2010b) combined conventional optical microscopy to SPR instrumen-
tation to obtain simultaneous SPR information and optical images of the cell monolayer 
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on the sensor slide. They monitored MDCK cells (Madin Darby canine kidney) for cell 
sedimentation and attachment to the sensor surface, cell spreading, formation of cell-
cell contacts and formation of a continuous cell monolayer. The SPR measurement was 
initiated by using a sensor without cells. Later, they injected the cells and monitored the 
SPR response continuously. Refractive index increased rapidly as cells sedimented on 
the sensor (Figure 10). Later, the RI increase is slower but reaches even higher values as 
cells spread and start forming cell-cell junctions. Eventually, RI reaches its maximum 
when cells occupy the whole sensor surface area and no bare gold surface is visible. In 
addition to increased angular position as RI increases, the SPR curve dip became wider 
and shallower. Fang et al. (2006) disturbed cell adhesion of human epidermoid carci-
noma cells (A431) by adding vincristine, a compound that inhibits microtubule assem-
bly and thus reduces cell adhesion and spreading. This disruption suppressed initial and 
total increase of angular position by ~20 %. These results indicate, that by monitoring 
angular position and the shape of the full SPR curve, evaluation of cell monolayer in-
tegrity can be made. 
 
Figure 10. Refractive index change as sensor surface cell coverage increases. y-axis 
shows refractive index increase and x-axis is time (Edited from Yashunsky et al. 
2010b). 
Figure 11 illustrates single cell sedimentation on a gold sensor surface. The surface 
plasmon evanescent field first senses only pure gold when cells flow free in medium. 
As they make contact with the surface and consequently start to spread, SPR detects an 
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increasing portion of the cell membrane and thus PAP increases as cell-substrate area 
increases. 
 
Figure 11. Schematic drawing of a cell deposition on top of a gold sensor. As cell 
makes contact with the sensor surface and further spreads, more of the cell surface area 
is within surface plasmon penetration depth (δz) (Edited from Yashunsky et al. 2010b). 
Yanase et al. (2007b) correlated the amount of cells on a gold sensor to peak angular 
position using rat mast cells RBL-2H3. They observed different concentrations of cells 
on the sensor surface simultaneously with light microscopy and SPR. Linear correlation 
was found with increasing amount of cells causing an increase in peak angular position 
expressed as ∆PAP = 0.000442 × cell  number mmଶ⁄ . Ziblat et al. (2006) have also 
generated an equation that enables to determine the percentage of cell coverage on a 
sensor slide from the fixed angle SPR sensogram (Equation 6). They used human epi-
thelial ovarian carcinoma cells (HeLa) along with phase contrast microscopy. 
Equation 6. 𝑅 = (1 − 𝑃) × 𝑅ூ + 𝑃 × 𝑅ூூ  
where RI and RII are the reflectivities of an empty sensor and a sensor with full cell cov-
erage, respectively, R is the reflectivity and P is the degree of sensor confluency. 
To further correlate PAP changes to monolayer integrity Yashunsky et al. infected 
MDCK cells with Escherichia coli and used calcium-deprived medium (Yashunsky et 
al. 2012a; Yashunsky et al. 2013). For E. Coli test, they utilized TIRF microscopy and 
confocal imaging to observe intracellular and extracellular fluid movements, and for 
calcium test, light microscopy was used. E. Coli causes cell dissociation from the sensor 
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surface by modifying the focal adhesions and causes intercellular gap formation (Shifrin 
et al. 2002). Calcium-deprived medium disturbs cell-cell junctions but does not affect 
cell-substrate junctions (Castillo et al. 1998). In both cases, a decrease in RI was seen. 
This was attributed to the compromised monolayer integrity, through which extracellu-
lar medium infiltrates the cell-substrate interface. The effect of calcium depletion is re-
versible and RI returned to the original value when the integral monolayer was re-
formed as calcium was again added. 
Yashinsky et al. (2012b) extended the interpretation of the SPR response for cell cover-
age by monitoring changes not only in angular position but also in the intensity changes 
at incident angle (peak minimum intensity, PMI). They monitored MDCK cell sedimen-
tation and monolayer formation, and correlated PMI variations to monolayer formation 
(Figure 12). At the beginning, when no cells are present, PMI is very low. When indi-
vidual cells start to attach and spread on the surface, PMI increases proportionally to the 
cell coverage. When no more cells sediment on the surface but cells occupy more sur-
face area and form cell-cell connections and small cell clusters, PMI remains constant. 
Later the intensity rises rapidly. Yashunsky et al. explained this as a formation of pro-
trusions by few cells within cell clusters that generate more scattering surface. At the 
final stage, the cell-medium interface is reduced as the cell monolayer is completed. 
This results in PMI decrease, but still remaining higher than for the cell-free sensor. 
These responses were verified by simultaneous PAP monitoring and with optical mi-
croscopy. These intensity variations were further evaluated by using human melanoma 
cells (ME 1106). A confluent cell monolayer was exposed to chlorpromazine, a drug 
that causes corrugation of the basal membrane of the cell i.e. membrane at the cell sur-
face interface. Disruption of the basal membrane causes more extracellular medium to 
flow between the cell membrane and the substrate. This resulted in a decrease in the re-
fractive index as a result of increased water content, and also an increase in the peak 
minimum intensity as a result of increased cell-medium interface at the detection area. 
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Figure 12. PMI changes in relation to cell coverage. At the beginning, cells sediment on 
surface and cell coverage increases. Then, cells attach to each other forming cell clus-
ters. Finally, a continuous monolayer is formed (Edited from Yashunsky et al. 2012b). 
Cell viability on a sensor is essential for successful experimentation with cells. 
Kosaihira et al. (2008) and Nishijima et al. (2010) studied the SPR response to cell 
apoptosis. They used several different pancreatic cancer cell types (Hep G2, MIA PaCa-
2, PANC-1 and Suit-2) with different cancer drugs and drug combinations. They com-
bined fluorescence microscopy and SPR in one device and validated the SPR response 
by monitoring the mitochondrial membrane potential, an indication of cancer drug ef-
fect on cells. The SPR response was clearly seen as a decrease in PAP as cells died. 
Maltais et al. (2012) also studied SPR responses for cell apoptosis using several endo-
thelial cell types (EA.hy926, AD-293 and HeLa). Cell death was initiated with different 
components that induced apoptosis by caspsase activation by extrinsic and intrinsic 
pathways. This leads to cell morphology changes such as rounding, nuclear condensa-
tion and fragmentation, membrane blebbing and cell detachment. Results were con-
firmed using phase contrast microscopy and a conventional apoptosis assay with annex-
in V. Results were congruent with those by Kosaihira and Nishijima: a decrease in RI as 
cells died. Maltais et al. concluded that by monitoring angular position, it was possible 
to obtain accurate information of latency, rate and extent of cell apoptosis. 
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Yanase et al. (2007a) demonstrated the SPR capability to measure non-adherent cells on 
gold sensor by anchoring cells with different linker molecules. They employed different 
coating agents on the gold sensor slides (amino-alkanethiol, dithio-
bis[succinimydylpropionate] (DSP) and a commercial agent, Sunbright). On these mod-
ified sensors they then placed human peripheral blood basophils and B-lymphocytes 
that would attach to the sensor within 20 min. They observed that the SPR signal was 
not dramatically different compared to adherent cells. Thus, SPR can be used for cell 
sensing even if cells are non-adherent or for cells that might otherwise require extended 
incubation time in order to attach and show unwanted proliferation during the culturing. 
In many studies there is no need for adhesion promoters and cells adhere on bare gold 
substrate strong enough. However, some researchers add adhesion proteins before cell 
seeding. There is no established procedure for the use of these compounds in SPR ex-
periments and each assay must be validated separately depending on cell type and test 
method used. There is no reason to believe adhesion promoters would have major effect 
on the SPR signal, as these compounds are relatively small (Wang et al. 2012b). As in 
some experiments these adhesion promoters are employed, however, it must be remem-
bered that these substances might adhere the investigated compounds as well, even if 
the bare gold substrate would not. In many studies, the nonspecific binding is accounted 
for by the use of reference sensor with bare gold and / or gold with adhesion promoter 
(Kosaihira and Ona 2008; Nishijima et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2012a; Mauriz et al. 2014). 
Different cells reach confluency at different rates and incubation times on the gold sub-
strate used for SPR measurements varies considerably, i.e. from 20 minutes to 7 days 
(Ziblat et al. 2006; Yanase et al. 2007a). Of course depending on assay set-up, either 
complete coverage or partial coverage is required. 
4.2 Cell size alterations and morphological changes 
The cell membrane is a semi-permeable barrier allowing fluid exchange between intra-
cellular and extracellular phases. Non-isotonic medium thus causes size alterations in 
cells. MDCK and NRK-52E (normal rat kidney) cell responses in SPR were studied for 
their size variations in these conditions (Robelek and Wegener 2010; Baumgarten and 
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Robelek 2011; Vala et al. 2013). An increase in angular position was observed within 
hypertonic medium and decrease within hypotonic environment (Figure 13). In hyper-
tonic environment cells shrink and in hypotonic they expand. Responses correlated di-
rectly to the degree of increase/decrease in medium osmolarity. The increase in PAP as 
cell size is reduced in hypertonic environment conflicts that of decreasing PAP for cells 
that actively shrink due to cytoskeleton contraction or inhibition of cellular respiration 
(Cuerrier et al. 2008; Chabot et al. 2009). This is not contradictory though, because the 
mechanisms involved for cell size shrinkage are different. When cell cytoskeleton acti-
vates, it causes morphological changes by contracting the cell. When this happens the 
area occupied by the cells on gold surface decreases. Thus, SPR   “sees”  more   of   the  
lower RI water content. On the contrary, when in hypertonic environment, water es-
capes from the cytoplasm of the cell but no active cytoskeleton remodeling occurs. De-
spite the reduction of cell size, RI of the cell increases due to lower water content. The 
opposite holds true with hypotonic stimuli. Any bulk effect was ruled out by adding 
polyvinylpyrolidone (PVP) that resulted in a bulk increase of RI on an empty sensor but 
would not show response on cell covered sensor slide (Robelek and Wegener 2010). 
Also, altering the osmolarity when cells were fixed did not result in any SPR response 
(Baumgarten and Robelek 2011). Furthermore, the SPR data was fitted to a kinetic 
model that was developed from the results obtained by optical microscopy observation 
of non-isotonic cell agitation. This model correlated the cell size variations to osmotic 
changes. The SPR results showed a direct correlation. 
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Figure 13. PAP sensograms of MDCK and NRK cells to hypertonic (+20 and +45 
mOsm/kg) and hypotonic (-23 and -39 mOsm/kg) environment. Black arrow indicates 
beginning of and gray arrow the end of non-isotonic stimulation (Edited from Baum-
garten and Robelek 2011). 
Results in hypotonic solution for MDCK and NRK cells showed more complex re-
sponses though, as initial increase in PAP before signal settled to lower values (Robelek 
and Wegener 2010; Baumgarten and Robelek 2011). Similar initial opposite signal was 
not visible within hypertonic medium for MDCK but did occur with NRK cells (Figure 
13). This rules out the possibility of regulatory cell response, because while these cells 
are capable to resist cell expansion actively by contracting, no active cell expansion is 
reported (Steltenkamp et al. 2006). In addition, after reaching the minimum angular po-
sition after hypotonic stimulation, PAP showed a gradual increase while still in hypo-
tonic environment. These responses were further elucidated by inhibiting regulatory 
volume changes in cells. This resulted in disappearance of gradual PAP increase but did 
not affect the fast initial opposite spikes. Long-range surface plasmon (LRSP) was then 
used to probe the NRK cells in both hypertonic and hypotonic solutions (Vala et al. 
2013). LRSP uses enhanced optics to extend the surface plasmon evanescent penetra-
tion depth up to 1500 nm, whereas the normal penetration depth of SPR is about 200-
300 nm (Homola 2006). LRSP abolished the initial spikes completely while also the 
magnitude of the response was several times stronger (Figure 14) (Vala et al. 2013). 
This reveals a very essential property of surface plasmons in cell sensing. Deeper probe 
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depth measures the same cell-surface interface as regular surface plasmon with few 
hundred nm penetration depth, but also much of the cell cytoplasm. Thus, LRSP signal 
is less influenced by changes occurring at cell-surface interface. For regular surface 
plasmon, the pronounced spikes were thus explained as events occurring at the basal 
cell membrane. 
 
Figure 14. Long-range surface plasmon resonance sensogram of NRK cells under hypo-
tonic stimulation. Initial opposite spikes are completely abolished (Edited from Vala et 
al. 2013). 
Wang et al. (2012b) used human epithelial cells (SH-EP1) to conduct similar experi-
ments by altering the osmolarity of medium. They employed an SPR imaging method 
with the usual penetration depth of 200-300 nm, but with the capability to determine 
PAP shift at very high spatial accuracy. Thus, they could measure distinct areas of sin-
gle   cell   instead   of   the   “effective   mean”   of   refractive   index within a cell monolayer. 
They also observed initial opposite spikes with both hypertonic and hypotonic stimula-
tion. Some areas of the cell showed smaller initial spike effect, while other areas larger. 
These localized responses were attributed to vertical movement of cell membrane as 
osmotic pressure either detached parts of the cell membrane from the surface or pushed 
them toward it. 
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These results come to show how important it is to know the properties of used instru-
mentation and the mechanisms that different stimulus have on the cells; similar cellular 
response may lead to opposite signal in SPR or similar response in SPR can be attribut-
ed to different mechanism within the cells. 
4.3 Intracellular activity 
In addition to simple cell membrane occupancy on sensor surface or intracellular fluid 
amount, changes in cell membrane composition are reflected on the SPR signal as 
demonstrated by Ziblat et al. (2006). They measured the cholesterol amount within the 
cell membrane using cyclodextrin bound cholesterol to deliver cholesterol into the cell 
membrane and cyclodextrin alone to deplete the membrane of it. Since PAP increased 
with increasing cholesterol concentration, SPR was capable of detecting the degree of 
cholesterol enrichment within the cell membrane. They confirmed the results by build-
ing an artificial lipid bilayer that showed the same response. Also, thin section micros-
copy confirmed that no morphological changes occurred that would have affected the 
signal. Thus, the SPR was measuring the cell membrane composition alterations and not 
e.g. changes in membrane thickness. Also, already in 2002 Hide et al. studied mast cell 
(RBL-2H3) response to antigens and observed that SPR showed a prolonged response 
when antigen was bound on cell receptors (Hide et al. 2002). They reasoned that due to 
the long duration of the response, it had to originate not from a simple ligand-receptor 
binding, but from some other cellular responses initiated by these substituents. Further-
more, the concentration of membrane receptor ligand did not alter the degree of SPR 
signal response (Hiragun et al. 2012; Mauriz et al. 2014). 
Actin cytoskeleton rearrangement is one of these cellular responses that are widely ac-
claimed to be responsible of the SPR signal. The activation of angiotensin-1 (AT1) re-
ceptor results in G-protein signal response (Cuerrier et al. 2009). Fluorescence labeling 
of cell actin cytoskeleton allows monitoring of cytoskeleton rearrangement along with 
refractive index changes. TIRFM-SPR shows that G-protein activation in HEK 293 
(human epithelial kidney) cells leads to cytoskeleton rearrangement within the basal 
membrane, resulting in increased actin density in the area (Chabot et al. 2013). Upon 
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injection of AT1 receptor ligand, a rapid decrease in SPR signal is observed followed by 
a gradual increase above the original value (Figure 15). This initial decrease is most 
likely due to the strong negative signal caused by cell contraction and intercellular gap 
formation overlaying the signal from cytoskeleton rearrangement. The prolonged in-
crease in signal is likely the result of increasing contribution of cytoskeleton rearrange-
ment to the SPR response, as cells eventually spread and close intercellular gaps, while 
increased basal actin density is still present. More evidence of actin cytoskeleton contri-
bution was shown on MDCK and A7r5 (rat vascular smooth muscle) cell treatment with 
cytochalasin D and Latrunculin A, respectively (Chabot et al. 2013; Michaelis et al. 
2013). These compounds lead to actin cytoskeleton disassembly by inhibiting actin 
polymerization, the effect of cytochalasin D, or by inducing depolymerization, the ef-
fect of Latrunculin A. Cell monolayer remains intact and cells do not detach. This cyto-
skeleton degradation resulted in permanent decrease in SPR signal in both cases. 
 
Figure 15. RI change for human epithelial kidney (HEK 293) cells as AT1 –receptor is 
activated with angiotensin II (black line). Gray line is control (Edited from Chabot et al. 
2013). 
In addition to cytoskeleton rearrangement, other intracellular events could contribute to 
SPR signal as well. Yanase et al. (2007a; 2007b) and Horii et al. (2011) stimulated 
mouse keratinocytes (PAM212), basophils and RBL-2H3 mast cells with epidermal 
growth factor (EGF) or different antigens. They observed cell spreading with confocal 
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microscopy and differential interference contrast microscopy to relate cell spreading 
and PAP changes. They showed that simple cell spreading, ruffling or cell membrane 
density changes did not explain PAP increase completely and the PAP increase was still 
observable even after they eliminated cell spreading by destroying the actin cytoskele-
ton. They associated PAP alterations directly to antigen or EGF binding. Furthermore, 
for the cells stimulated with antigens that results in exocytosis and histamine release, 
both increase and decrease of PAP response were observed. They concluded that despite 
the direction of SPR response, PAP changes measure some intracellular events induced 
by these stimulants. They did not, however, investigate the cause of these opposite re-
sponses. However, these stimulants induce various intracellular events such as changes 
in pH, temperature and membrane potential, cytosolic protein movement to plasma 
membranes or other organelles, phosphorylation / dephosphorylation or release of 
membrane proteins that lead to activation of protein kinases and release of intracellular 
calcium (Siraganian 2003). 
Odorant molecules interact with olfactory receptors, and through G-protein activation 
initiate signaling cascade, where secondary messengers such as cAMP (cyclic adeno-
sine monophosphate) and IP3 (inositol trisphosphate) are produced by action of adenyl-
ate cyclase and phospholipase C (PLC), respectively (Figure 16). These signaling path-
ways also result in an increase of intracellular calcium and the SPR signal (Lee et al. 
2006). Detecting cell calcium concentration is, in fact, used as a method to measure in-
tracellular activity, and it was thought to be the direct cause also for the increased SPR 
signal (Ivic et al. 2002; Auger-Messier et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2006). However, the pres-
ence of calcium was later shown not to be responsible of the SPR response (Cuerrier et 
al. 2008). 
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Figure 16. Intracellular signaling pathway initiated by odorant molecule binding to ol-
factory receptor. Receptor activation causes phospholipase C (PLC) to initiate signal 
transduction, where inositol bisphosphate (PIP2) is transformed into inositol triphos-
phate (IP3). IP3 causes endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to release calcium into cytoplasm. 
SPR detects these responses (Edited from Lee et al. 2006). 
Some work has been done in an attempt to reveal the cellular signaling pathways that 
are responsible for the SPR signals. VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) and 
EGF are growth factors that induce several intracellular cascades to activate, including 
extracellular regulated kinase (ERK) and phosphatidylinositol 3´-kinase (PI3K) mediat-
ed pathways (Hoeben et al. 2004; Ono and Kuwano 2006). Binding of VEGF to mem-
brane receptor results in an increase of SPR signal that is abolished by the use of con-
current antagonist (Mauriz et al. 2014). EGF stimulation results in a complex response 
in SPR and only a minimal response when the EGF receptor is mutated on the ATP 
binding site (K721M) (Hiragun et al. 2012). The mutation prevents the phosphorylation 
in the tyrosine residues of the receptor even if EGF binds to the receptor and thus sig-
naling is inhibited. It was also shown that inhibition of PI3K protein kinase alone alters 
the normal SPR response. Interpretation of this change is difficult though, as responses 
to EGF show complex sensograms with increasing and decreasing PAP. Tanaka et al. 
(2008) and Yanase et al. (2010) investigated intracellular signaling pathways using 
RBL-2H3 mast cells and found that the activation of early intracellular signaling mole-
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cules spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk), linker for activation of T cells (Lat) and Grb2 –
related adaptor protein (Gads) and their subsequent activation of protein kinase C iso-
type  β  (PKCβ)  are  necessary  for  RI  change.  It  is  shown  that  upon  activation,  PKCβ  is  
translocated to cell membrane and thus, could be responsible of the RI change (Abdel-
Raheem et al. 2005). Yet another explanation for SPR signal was given by Kosaihira 
and Ona (2008) as they measured mitochondrial membrane potential changes caused by 
different anticancer drugs. They associated RI decrease directly to a decrease in this 
membrane potential. 
From these results, it is evident that in cells a variety of responses occur, that can be re-
sponsible for the SPR signal, and determining the actual source of the signal is difficult 
and still not fully understood. The situation is even further complicated by the fact that 
many different mechanisms can contribute to the SPR signal simultaneously, such as 
cell spreading / contraction and several concurrent intracellular events. 
4.4 Cell-particle interactions and particle uptake 
Cell-particle interactions can be detected using SPR. Wang et al. (2012a) studied lectin 
binding to membrane proteins of human epithelial (SH-EP1) cells and were able to cor-
relate RI increase / decrease to lectin-membrane protein attachment / detachment. It was 
even possible to calculate ligand association / dissociation constants from the SPR data. 
This bears significance, since membrane proteins are very often targets for drugs (Hop-
kins and Groom 2002). When using living cells for these kinetic data calculations, there 
is no need to isolate membrane proteins and drug-ligand interactions can be detected in 
their natural environment. This also might be valuable information in novel drug dis-
covery. Aside from simple association / dissociation, evidence of particle uptake was 
shown in form of decreased dissociation constant in living cells compared to dissocia-
tion constant in dead cells. This was interpreted as an indication of cellular uptake of the 
ligand. 
While it might be expected that cell-particle interactions would always result in similar 
responses in SPR, this is not the case. This is well described by the situation where a 
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decrease in refractive index was observed, when investigating transferrin uptake with 
human melanoma cells (MEL 1106), while the uptake of PEI/DNA polyplexes in HeLa 
cells resulted in an increase of RI (Yashunsky  et  al.  2009;;  Silén  2013). Transferrin is an 
iron carrier that is internalized by cells by endocytosis. It can be used in enhancing the 
uptake of therapeutic drugs, including large protein drugs (Qian et al. 2002). PEI/DNA 
is a nanoparticle used as a non-viral gene delivery vector, and likewise uses endocytic 
pathways to reach the intracellular space (Boussif et al. 1995). Transferrin was also test-
ed on an empty sensor, which resulted in only minor increase in the RI (Yashunsky et 
al. 2009). Even though no mention was given on cell monolayer integrity during exper-
iments, SPR response correlated to transferrin concentration used, and inhibition of en-
docytosis abolished the signal. Thus, the decrease in RI when cells are present is unex-
pected, as if SPR is presumed to reflect merely increased concentration of internalized 
particles, the refractive index should increase. It was thus concluded that the ability of 
SPR to detect drug internalization does not originate from direct observation of mole-
cule presence within cell, but rather a result of increased water content of the cells as 
endocytic vesicles carried extracellular fluid within. This theory is further supported by 
confocal imaging and SPR experiments with Escherichia coli infected MDCK II cells 
(Yashunsky et al. 2013). Upon infection, formation of endocytic vesicles transferring 
extracellular medium inside the cells is observed at the basal membrane, accompanied 
by reduction in RI. Even though this does not explain the opposite result for PEI/DNA, 
cells internalize transferrin and PEI/DNA by different endocytic process. Transferrin 
undergoes clathrin-mediated endocytosis, while PEI/DNA is taken up by fluid-phase 
endocytosis (Rémy-Kristensen et al. 2001; Ehrlich et al. 2004). Although both these 
processes carry extracellular fluid into cells, there are certain differences e.g. clathrin 
vesicle size is ~100 nm, whereas fluid-phase vesicle size is several hundreds to thou-
sands of nm (Samaj et al. 2004). Also, transferrin is a very small molecule of about 90 
kD, whereas PEI/DNA particles are several thousands of kD in size. Thus, the amount 
of mass introduced into cell is massive with the PEI/DNA particles. It should also be 
recognized that different cell types show different endocytosis kinetics and even differ-
ent responses to the same stimulus (Hiragun et al. 2012). In these studies, PEI/DNA up-
take was tested using HeLa cells, whereas transferrin was tested using MEL 1106 cells. 
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Thus, these ambiguous results can be caused by e.g. endocytosis at different locations in 
cell membrane. 
Differences in SPR signal are also observed between two passively absorbing drugs, 
propranolol and D-mannitol (Viitala et al. 2013). When confluent monolayer of MDCK 
II cells is stimulated with these compounds, an initial decrease in RI is observed for 
both. For D-mannitol, after sample injection is stopped, PAP returns to its original val-
ue. For propranolol, angular position increases past the original value (Figure 17). Fur-
thermore, this increase in PAP is concentration dependent. 
 
Figure 17. PAP changes when MDCK II monolayer is introduced to different concen-
trations of propranolol and D-mannitol. The downward arrows show injection of sample 
and upward arrows the end of sample injection (Viitala et al. 2013). 
Even though both compounds are absorbed through cellular barriers passively, D-
mannitol uses the paracellular and propranolol the transcellular route. It was concluded 
that because D-mannitol uses paracellular absorption route, it causes disruption in the 
integrity of the cell monolayer as it facilitates its movement past the monolayer travel-
ing between the cells. Thus, decrease in RI results from increasing amount of water at 
cell-substrate interface. Propranolol on the other hand passes into the cells. Accumula-
tion of the drug and subsequent cellular responses are seen as increase in the refractive 
index. 
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To further shed light in these different responses, Viitala et al. (2013) observed also the 
peak minimum intensity (PMI) and the TIR area. It was revealed that for D-mannitol 
the intensity remained the same regardless of concentration. For propranolol, on the 
other hand, PMI followed PAP changes and was also concentration dependent. This 
could indicate that propranolol initiates a mass redistribution within the cell, first away 
from the evanescent field and later toward it. Thus, the eventual positive shift in angular 
position and intensity increase is because of accumulation of propranolol, accompanied 
by mass redistribution to the evanescent field and possibly cell spreading. Here, the 
mass redistribution results from cell organelles and other constituents moving into the 
evanescent field, introducing roughness and interfaces that scatter and absorb more 
light. This same effect was observed by Vala et al. (2013) as cell organelle concentra-
tion increased when the fluid volume of the cells decreased. TIR area changes further 
confirmed the PAP and PMI sensograms. The TIR angular position for both, proprano-
lol and D-mannitol followed the same pattern as the PAP sensograms (Viitala et al. 
2013). Furthermore, the reflection intensity at the TIR area was opposite to the PMI 
change for propranolol. These responses were compared to simulated cell monolayer 
sensograms. The monolayer was theoretically divided into two sections: lower part 
within the reach of the evanescent field (EF) and upper part outside the evanescent field 
(Cell) (Figure 18). It was found that the TIR angular position increase was a result of 
mass accumulation only at the upper part of cell monolayer, whereas the TIR area inten-
sity decreased as the amount of light scattering surfaces increased only at the lower part 
of the cells. 
 
Figure 18. Schematic depiction of a cell monolayer divided theoretically into lower re-
gion within the evanescent field (EF) and upper region outside the evanescent field 
(Cell) (Edited from Viitala et al. 2013). 
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From these results, we can conclude the intracellular events that are responsible for dif-
ferent SPR signals (Table 1). RI increase, or mass accumulation, at the lower part of the 
cell (EF) increases PAP, whereas the same change outside evanescent field (Cell) in-
creases  TIR  angle  (θ).  The increase in the amount of light scattering surfaces within ev-
anescent field increases PMI and decreases TIR intensity, whereas when this happens 
outside evanescent field, it has no effect on PMI. These parameters are not yet widely 
used in cell sensing assays, and future studies including evaluation of all these SPR pa-
rameters could deepen the understanding of cellular events responsible of the SPR re-
sponses. 
Table 1. Different changes at different parts of the cell monolayer cause responses in 
different SPR parameters. Arrows up or down indicates increase or decrease in the pa-
rameter, respectively. Minus indicates no change in parameter can occur. Cell region is 
upper part of cell monolayer outside the evanescent field and EF region is the lower 
part, within the evanescent field. Data based on Viitala et al. (2013). 
 RI Light scattering PAP PMI TIR  θ 
TIR in-
tensity 
Cell -region 
 Ï  −   
Ï  −  Ï  
EF -region 
 Ï − Ï  Ð 
Ï  Ï − − − 
5 OTHER BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 
5.1 Cells not immobilized to gold substrate 
SPR has also found its use in assays where cells are not immobilized on a sensor. A va-
riety of detection formats have been applied that functionalizes gold substrate with mol-
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ecules that then capture cells flowing on top of the sensor slide. Methods using mono-
clonal antibodies to recognize red blood cells, lymphocyte cancer cells and T- or B-cells 
have been developed (Quinn et al. 2000; Suraniti et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2014). The 
SPR response for cells attaching on sensor is cell concentration dependent. Also, even if 
different cell types show similar adherence to the same ligand, different cell types show 
different SPR signal. Optimizing is required though, as with increasing the cell concen-
tration non-specific binding starts to obscure the cell-ligand signal (Mauriz et al. 2014). 
Bombera et al. (2012) constructed a DNA-array to capture B- and T-cells from a com-
plex cell mixture (Figure 19). The array consisted of an antibody attached to DNA 
grafted on the gold sensor. Antibody captures cells specific to it and within the DNA 
bridge, an intermediate DNA strand was included that could be activated enzymatically 
to release the attached cells. Thus, different SPR systems for recognizing and sorting of 
specific cells could potentially be fabricated. 
 
Figure 19. Schematic drawing of a DNA-array for the capture and release of cells. a) 
DNA grafted on the sensor surface, b) intermediate DNA that can be activated enzymat-
ically, c) antibody for recognition of the targeted cell types, d) targeted cell (Edited 
from Bombera et al. 2012). 
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Mauriz et al. (2014) used a VEGF functionalized sensor to which cells attached non-
covalently. The sensor was regenerated by removal of attached cells with reagents. The 
same functionalized sensor could be used for up to 68 times without major loss in SPR 
signal. These types of assays show promise also e.g. in drug discovery. A candidate 
drug targeted for membrane receptor could be tested for its ability in preventing cell ad-
hesion to a functionalized sensor surface (Mizuguchi et al. 2012). This circumvents the 
need to isolate the membrane protein, which can often be challenging. 
Cell secretion is also studied by using the SPR technique. Milgram et al. (2011) inte-
grated the sensor slide on the bottom of a cell culture well. B-lymphocytes placed with-
in the culture well secreted specific antibodies that then diffuse and interact with the 
sensor surface functionalized with antigen proteins. A similar system was used to study 
VEGF secretion of ovarian cancer cells (Liu et al. 2012). The sensor slide was function-
alized with antibody that binds to VEGF. Cells were, however, grown on top of the flow 
cell chamber (Figure 20). The ability of these functionalized sensors to determine the 
concentration of the ligand of interest must first be validated. After validation, determi-
nation of the amount of secreted molecules per amount of cells can be calculated with 
low detection limit and fast response. 
 
Figure 20. Schematic depiction of detection scheme with cells attached on top of the 
flow cell chamber. Cells secrete VEGF that is then bound to the antibody functionalized 
on the sensor surface. SPR detects the amount of VEGF bound to the antibody (Liu et 
al. 2012). 
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5.2 Bacterial cell assays 
In addition to mammalian cells, bacterial cells have been employed in SPR applications. 
Detection of specific bacteria using surface plasmon was first demonstrated by Watts et 
al. (1994), using an antigen-functionalized sensor for binding of Staphylococcus aureus 
injected as analyte. Since then, many researchers working with bacteria have utilized 
SPR. In these studies, Escherichia coli and S. Aureus are commonly used strains. Tawil 
et al. (2012) have developed a sensor for the detection of E. Coli and methicillin-
resistant S. aureus. The sensor surface is functionalized with highly specific bacterio-
phages, enabling the device to differentiate between methicillin-sensitive and methicil-
lin-resistant strands. Another group has developed antibody-functionalized sensors that 
are capable of detecting E. Coli and Salmonella spp. from milk, juice and ground meat 
samples with minimal sample pretreatment (Waswa et al. 2006; Waswa et al. 2007). 
The device is portable, cheap and due to the benefits afforded by surface plasmon, la-
bel-free and fast. Other researchers have used bacterial cells somewhat differently. By 
fixing E. Coli on top of the sensor surface, it is possible to detect C-reactive protein 
(CRP) or pollutants as they bind to or damage the bacteria, respectively (Choi et al. 
2005; Lee et al. 2012). Bacteria itself can thus act as part of the detector. These kinds of 
SPR devices could be used for detecting and differentiating dangerous pathogens more 
quickly, as diagnostic tools for detection of inflammatory constituents from patients or 
tools to detect drugs or dangerous toxins. 
6 CONCIDERATIONS AND PROSPECTS OF SURFACE PLASMON RESO-
NANCE IN CELL SENSING 
6.1 Temperature 
The refractive index of liquids is temperature dependent. A one-degree Celsius change 
causes the angular position to shift ~0.014 ° (Schasfoort and McWhirter 2008). There-
fore, temperature variations during assay must be prevented. Also, at higher tempera-
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tures photon-electron scattering increases, resulting the peak angular position to shift to 
higher values, and SPR curve to become wider and shallower (Akimoto et al. 2000; 
Chiang et al. 2001). All of these factors result in lower measurement accuracy. 
Temperature effect on SPR responses in living cell assays has not been explicitly inves-
tigated. Nevertheless, Yanase et al. (2007a) reported in their experiment a complete dis-
appearance of PAP response when basophils were stimulated with anti-IgE at 4 °C 
compared when stimulated at 37 °C. In another study done by Yashinsky et al. (2009) 
similar disappearance of SPR signal was observed with human melanoma cells as they 
observed transferrin-induced endocytosis at temperatures of 37 °C and 19 °C. On the 
other hand when transfecting HeLa cells with PEI/DNA particles, PAP shows pro-
nounced response within lower temperatures (Silén   2013). These opposite responses 
may be partially explained by their different endocytic processes. PEI/DNA is trans-
ferred into cells by non-specific fluid-phase endocytosis, while transferrin-induced en-
docytosis is clathrin-mediated process (Rémy-Kristensen et al. 2001). The clathrin in-
duced endocytosis is temperature sensitive and ceases completely at temperatures below 
37 °C, whereas fluid-phase endocytosis continues even at very low temperatures 
(Illinger et al. 1991). The explanation for stronger signal for PEI/DNA nanoparticles at 
lower temperatures could be in the altered cellular processes and higher sensitivity of 
SPR at lower temperatures. 
6.2 Idiosyncrasy in living cell sensing 
When comparing SPR responses in cell assays, it should be remembered that cell type 
might play a pivotal role in measured response. Some cells, such as MDCK form co-
lumnar type monolayers where the apical cell membrane i.e. membrane not in contact 
with the sensor surface may not be within the reach of evanescent field (Reinsch and 
Karsenti 1994). Other cells, such as human epithelial cells SH-EP1 exhibit a shape 
where the apical membrane distance from the surface varies (Wang et al. 2012a). In the 
experiment done by Wang et al. on detecting lectin binding to the cell surface, they 
were able to see an SPR response. They used SPR imaging to resolve the distribution of 
RI changes within single cells and fluorescence imaging to correlate lectin binding to RI 
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changes. It was evident that RI increased at the outer regions of the cell while no change 
was observed at the middle. This shows that as peripheral areas of the cell exhibit flatter 
morphology than the middle, the evanescent field penetrates through the whole cell 
body in these peripheral areas (Figure 21). Intracellular effects were ruled out by repeat-
ing the experiments by fixing the cells. Were they to repeat the same experiment with 
e.g. MDCK cells, it might have resulted in complete lack of signal, due to the shape of 
these cells. 
 
Figure 21. SH-EP1 cell shape allows the detection of ligand binding to the membrane 
receptor on the apical membrane only at the edge of the cell because of the limited pen-
etration depth of surface plasmon (Wang et al. 2012a). 
The variation between different cell types in their response to same stimulus is well 
demonstrated by Hiragun et al. (2012). They used EGF, a protein that initiates a cascade 
of intracellular events, to compare different cell reactions. With six different cell lines 
sensitive to EGF, they observed very different signal patterns and intensities. Some cells 
showed triphasic sensograms, whereas other exhibited di- or monophasic responses. 
Propagation length of surface plasmons on the gold surface is in a range of 8-10 µm, 
when the common 600-800 nm wavelength is used (Johansen et al. 2000). The surface 
area occupied by cells varies depending on the cell size and shape. The degree of cell 
occupancy on the sensor effects on whether a surface plasmon propagating on gold sur-
face detects the refractive index of a single cell, cell and medium combined or medium 
only (Figure 22). When detecting cell reactions, more cell surface on detection area re-
sults in stronger SPR signals. Also, if a variation exists between experiments, result 
comparability is compromised. 
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Figure 22. Propagation length of surface plasmon (Lx) and degree of cell occupancy de-
termines whether surface plasmon propagating on a sensor surface detects only cell sur-
face a), cell surface and medium combined b) or only medium (Edited from Golosovsky 
et al. 2009). 
Also, no attention to cell cycle has been given in any studies. Although, perhaps not so 
relevant when probing a single cell, as most commonly used SPR assays detect a large 
group of cells, the effect of cell cycle might be worth considering. While cells are at dif-
ferent phases in their cell cycle, differences in cellular events, such as DNA and protein 
synthesis and accumulation, occur (Douglas and Haddad 2003). In different cell cycle 
phase, responses on the same stimulus may differ. For example, the efficiency of many 
anticancer drugs within a single cell depends on the cell cycle phase (Schwartz and 
Shah 2005). Synchronizing the cell cycle might provide more similar responses between 
cells and thus, more repeatable signals in SPR measurements. 
There are other factors that may also play a role in the repeatability and comparability 
of assays, but are rarely given much attention. The flow in SPR measurements causes a 
shear stress, which can induce intracellular events that activate signaling pathways 
(Chen et al. 1999; Chachisvilis et al. 2006). In addition, the passage number of cells has 
an effect on cell morphology, adhesion, response to stimuli, growth rate and protein ex-
pression, all of which can have profound effect on the SPR response (Esquenet et al. 
1997; Briske-Anderson et al. 1997; Lin et al. 2003). Also, incubation time on the gold 
substrate and the use of adhesion proteins varies in different studies, depending on type 
of assay and cells used, and are rarely considered extensively. 
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6.3 Fourier transform infrared and waveguide mode 
In an effort to extend the probing depth of surface plasmon technology to better suit the 
needs of living cell sensing, the use of longer wavelength seems logical as penetration 
depth of evanescent field correlates to it. Traditionally SPR operates within visible light 
wavelength. This was extended to near- and mid-infrared range using a Fourier trans-
form infrared surface plasmon resonance device (FTIR-SPR) (Ziblat et al. 2006; Lirts-
man et al. 2008). In addition of scanning a range of incident angles, a continuum of 
wavelengths is scanned simultaneously. Thus, tuning of these parameters allow maxi-
mum sensitivity and appropriate penetration depth. In addition to penetration depth, the 
propagation length of SP increases along with increasing wavelength. The penetration 
depth and propagation length are affected by several factors e.g. water absorption at cer-
tain wavelengths (Golosovsky et al. 2009). These parameters can be resolved mathe-
matically (Figure 23). By selecting appropriate conditions for the used cell assay, a 
large portion of cell volume can be detected. 
 
Figure 23. Penetration depth (δz) a) and propagation length (Lx) b) of surface plasmons 
at infrared wavelengths. Average height, membrane thickness and lateral size of an epi-
thelial cell are marked (Edited from Golosovsky et al. 2009). 
Golosovsky et al. (2009) theorized that with FTIR-SPR it might be possible to capture 
even more information of the cell monolayer by detecting the formation of guided mode 
in the SPR sensogram when using these longer wavelengths. Indeed, Yashunsky et al. 
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(2010b) observed an additional reflection minimum, separate to that caused by surface 
plasmon coupling (Figure 24). 
 
Figure 24. Second reflection minimum separate from SP minimum is observed. This 
minimum is due to generation of guided mode that can exist when certain conditions 
fulfill i.e. correct cell height, monolayer integrity, correct angle of incidence and correct 
wavelength (Edited from Yashunsky et al. 2010b). 
This additional minimum can only exist when the cell monolayer is able to support the 
formation of a waveguide mode. At a certain angle and wavelength, when light meets 
the interface of the substrate and the cell layer, part of the light reflects back and part 
refracts into the cell layer (Figure 25) (Yashunsky et al. 2012a). When the cell height 
and wavelength match, all refracted light is reflected back at the cell-medium interface 
at the apical cell membrane. Further reflection and refraction takes place again at the 
cell-substrate interface and thus, light travels within the cell monolayer. In order for this 
waveguide to exist, cells must form an uninterrupted, tightly connected layer. When this 
layer starts to break, intensity of this guided mode decreases. 
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Figure 25. Schematic representation of tight cell monolayer supporting a waveguide 
mode. At certain angle (Θinc) and wavelength light passes to monolayer and reflects at 
cell-medium interface. When cells are tightly connected, light travels within the cell 
monolayer (Edited from Yashunsky et al. 2012a). 
As can be seen from figure 24, FTIR-SPR detects reflected light intensity with varying 
wavelengths. This allows the search of both the guided mode and surface plasmon 
peaks, as these do not occur at the same wavelength. Transition of SP peak minimum 
intensity to lower and higher wavelength corresponds to refractive index decrease and 
increase, respectively. The position of the guided mode peak reflects the cell monolayer 
height and intensity corresponds to cell monolayer integrity. 
6.4 Surface plasmon resonance as diagnosis tool 
As already mentioned throughout this review, the use of SPR in living cell sensing may 
open new possibilities for tools in diagnostics and drug development. Allergy screening 
can be performed by culturing basophils, obtained from patients, on a sensor surface 
and introducing different allergens to them. Cell response in the SPR reveals to which 
allergens cells react (Suzuki et al. 2008). In some cases, cells may not release histamine, 
even if an allergen causes a reaction in them. Thus, conventional allergy tests would not 
identify these patients, whereas SPR does. Figure 26 shows the SPR response of baso-
phils obtained from a pollen allergy patient to different allergens (Yanase et al. 2012). 
IgE -antibody, mite- and cedar pollen antigens provoke a clear response, whereas sweat 
antigen does not. For a patient with atopic dermatitis sweat antigen does show a re-
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sponse. Using SPR imaging, a multi-well array could be constructed for high through-
put screening, as SPRI is capable of monitoring refractive index changes in each well 
simultaneously (Yanase et al. 2013). 
 
Figure 26. Sensograms of response to different allergens by basophils obtained from 
allergy patient with pollen allergy (Edited from Yanase et al. 2012). 
With SPR, sorting of different cells from a heterogeneous mixture is possible. Biosensor 
functionalized with antigens specific to different lymphocytes separates B- and T- cells 
(Suraniti et al. 2007). On the other hand, when a mixture of cells is cultured on a gold 
surface, SPR imaging can differentiate individual cells that react when antibody specific 
to them is added (Iribe et al. 2010). Even cells at different stages of differentiation can 
be identified according to their distinct responses (Mir and Shinohara 2012). Also, 
screening of cancerous cells from a mixture of several cells is possible, as shown by 
Hiragun et al. (2012). Prostate cancer cells showed a unique response to EGF. Thus, 
with SPR imaging method even a single cancerous cell could be identified from a large 
population. 
In drug development, SPR could speed up the analysis of new candidate drugs. It is 
possible to evaluate therapeutic potential of new cancer drugs and drug combinations in 
their time-course and degree of apoptosis on cells (Kosaihira and Ona 2008; Nishijima 
et al. 2010). Also, a new method for evaluation of the absorption mechanism of drugs 
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through cellular barriers could be possible, as different absorption mechanisms can be 
separated by their characteristic effects on peak angular position as well on peak mini-
mum intensity (Viitala et al. 2013). With SPR, these assays could be performed within 
minutes as opposed to hours or days required with the currently used methods. 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
In living cell assays, the degree of cell coverage and cell viability on sensor surface is 
essential and must be addressed for each assay. As SPR signal is sensitive to the amount 
of water within the sensing area, varying cell occupancy on sensor results in differences 
in SPR signals. Consequently, results become unreliable and incomparable. A simple 
method to ensure cell coverage is to observe the sensor slide before SPR experiment 
using microscopy. Also, the integrity of the cell monolayer can be evaluated from a full 
SPR curve. Some SPR instruments allow monitoring of PMI in addition to PAP, which 
can further aid in cell monolayer integrity assessment. Furthermore, additional tools 
such as SPR imaging can be used. 
Cell reactions can be seen as responses in SPR sensograms. However, the cause of the 
response can be difficult to interpret. PAP detects RI changes within the evanescent 
field, but many different cell reactions can cause these changes. Moreover, when these 
reactions happen simultaneously, RI changes can overlay each other. In this case, sig-
nals can become impossible to interpret and to link to specific cell responses. For this 
reason, cell assays must be designed so that SPR response can be attributed to a specific 
cell reaction of interest. This can include the use of control experiments or appropriate 
additional instrumentation, such as confocal microscopy, TIRFM or FTIR-SPR. In addi-
tion, other SPR parameters such as PMI and TIR area changes can help in understand-
ing the origin of these responses. 
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8 INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Exosomes are lipid bilayer structured vesicles of 30-100 nm in diameter. Other extracel-
lular vesicles, such as microvesicles and shed vesicles can overlap in their size, but usu-
ally they are larger than exosomes (Cocucci et al. 2009; Akers et al. 2013). However, 
exosomes from prostate origin, often called prostasomes, have been reported to be up to 
150 nm in diameter (Llorente et al. 2007; Jansen et al. 2009; Witwer et al. 2013). No 
definitive criteria yet exist to differentiate exosomes from these other vesicles. Differen-
tiation by their distinct biogenesis would be definite, but as this is not usually feasible, a 
commonly used criterion is the vesicle size (Vlassov et al. 2012). Exosomes are secret-
ed by nearly all cells and can be found in most body fluids, such as blood, saliva, urine, 
breast milk and semen (Caby et al. 2005; Poliakov et al. 2009; Lasser et al. 2011; Bo-
brie et al. 2011; Raj et al. 2012). They encapsulate mRNA, miRNA, siRNA, dsDNA, 
proteins and other constituents within their bilayer coating (Valadi et al. 2007; 
Wahlgren et al. 2012; Thakur et al. 2014). The inner composition of these vesicles de-
pends on the type of cells they originate from. Additionally, exosome cargo is selective-
ly sorted depending e.g. on the environment the cells are subjected to (Valadi et al. 
2007; Ramteke et al. 2013; Martins et al. 2013). Cancerous cells exhibit different exo-
some composition compared to their non-cancerous counterparts and exosome amount 
is often increased. The exosome research thus raises a possibility of a new detection 
method to identify different cancer types at their early stage (Lu et al. 2009). Exosomes 
are believed to function as message carriers, as they are proven to be able to fuse with 
other cells and to deliver their cargo over a distance within body (Jung et al. 2009). Ex-
osomes contain membrane transport and fusion proteins that enable them to recognize 
the target cells and to deliver their cargo. Internalization of exosomes by their target 
cells initiates responses in these cells. For example, exosomes can activate PI3K and 
ERK mediated signaling pathways in their target cells (Qu et al. 2009). They are shown 
to promote cancer propagation and metastasizing and thus, are promising candidates as 
targets for new cancer treatments (Peinado et al. 2012). Alternatively, they could be 
used as targeted carriers for anticancer drugs. 
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Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among male population and one of the most 
common causes of death from cancer in men over 60 in western countries (Canadian 
Cancer Statistics 2012; Ferlay et al. 2013; Siegel et al. 2013). Common practice for de-
tection of prostate cancer includes physical examination of the prostate, biopsy and de-
tection of prostate specific antigen (PSA) from the blood (Mäkinen et al. 2002; Hayes 
and Barry 2014). None of these methods are conclusive for early detection of prostate 
cancer, and exosomes could offer a possibility for a novel early biomarker. Prostate 
cancer cell line LNCaP (Lymph Node Cancer of Prostate) is known to excrete exo-
somes also in vitro (Ramteke et al. 2013). Commonly used protocol to isolate exosomes 
is separation by ultracentrifugation (Ramteke et al. 2013; Bijnsdorp et al. 2013; Liu et 
al. 2014). It has been shown that SPR is capable to detect cell reactions to different 
stimulus that cause cell morphology changes or intracellular events. Thus, it is expected 
that the uptake of exosomes into prostate cancer cells provoke such responses, including 
endocytosis and / or intracellular signaling. The use of SPR would offer a cheap and fast 
method to investigate cell-exosome interactions. It would allow the detection of exo-
some internalization in real time and provide kinetic data of the interaction. Additional-
ly, SPR could offer a method to investigate if different cell types react to specific exo-
somes, or if specific cell type reacts to exosomes from different origin. 
9 AIM OF THE STUDY 
No studies on the internalization of exosomes by prostate cancer (LNCaP) cells have 
been done previously. Aim of this study is to investigate whether these cells are able to 
uptake exosomes isolated from different sources. Also, SPR as a new method for detec-
tion of exosome uptake is introduced. Polyethyleneimine (PEI)/DNA nanoparticles are 
known to effectively penetrate into cells and SPR has been successfully used to detect 
their cellular uptake (Silén   2013). Thus, PEI/DNA polyplexes are used as a positive 
control. Exosomes excreted by LNCaP cells are separated, and exosomes from platelet 
and prostate cells are introduced to a confluent monolayer of LNCaP and PC-3 (prostate 
cancer cell line) cells to detect exosome internalization. The ability of LNCaP and PC-3 
cells to adhere and form a confluent cell monolayer on a gold substrate is investigated 
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without and with different cell adhesion promoters. Traditionally, peak angular position 
(PAP) is evaluated in SPR based cell sensing. In this work, also peak minimum intensi-
ty (PMI) and TIR angle changes are examined to deepen the understanding of cellular 
reactions to exosomes and PEI/DNA nanoparticles. 
10 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
10.1 Overview of the study 
LNCaP cells were cultured for harvesting exosomes from collected growth medium. 
Exosome separation was done by ultracentrifugation. Exosome protein concentration 
was determined with protein assay and particle amount and size distribution with nano-
particle tracking analysis (NTA). LNCaP and PC-3 cells were then cultured on a gold-
coated sensor slide, with or without adhesion enhancers. The viability and confluency of 
cells on a sensor were determined and platelet exosome, prostate exosome and 
PEI/DNA polyplex interactions with cell monolayers were observed by SPR. 
10.2 LNCaP and PC-3 cell culture 
LNCaP cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial 
Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium (ATCC modification) (Gibco) supplemented with 0.4 % 
(v/v) penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco) (final concentration 40 IU/ml penicillin and 40 
µg/ml streptomycin) and 10 % (v/v) heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco). 
FBS was purified of endogenous exosomes and other vesicles by ultracentrifugation and 
filtration. Serum was centrifuged for approximately 20 hours at 100 000 g at 4 °C and 
then filtered with 0.22 µm Steritop filter unit (Millipore). PC-3 cells (ATCC) were cul-
tured in Ham's F-12 Nutrient Mixture (F-12y) (Gibco) supplemented with 0,4 % (v/v) of 
penicillin-streptomycin and 10 % (v/v) of heat inactivated exosome free FBS. The com-
plete growth medium was filtered using 0.22 µm Steritop filter unit before use. Cells 
were incubated at 37 °C under a humidified atmosphere of 5 % carbon dioxide (CO2) in 
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75 to 175 cm2 cell culture flasks. Passage numbers ranged from 29 to 86 for LNCaP and 
from 18 to 29 for PC-3 cells. Both cell lines were passaged twice per week using 0.25 
% trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic (EDTA) in PBS (Gibco) or TrypLE Express (Gib-
co). In addition, medium was changed once per week. 
10.3 Exosome collection form LNCaP cells 
To ensure good exosome yield, 20 ml and 45 ml of culture medium was used for 75 cm2 
and 175 cm2 cell culture flasks, respectively. All medium used for LNCaP cell culture 
was collected to 50 ml conical tubes and stored at -18 °C for further handling. Later, 
frozen medium was thawed and centrifuged at 4 °C, 500 g for 10 min (Eppendorf 5810 
R, Hamburg, Gesrmany) to remove cells and cell debris. This supernatant was further 
centrifuged at 4 °C, 1200 g for 20 min, followed by centrifugation at 4 °C, 20 000 g for 
60 min (Sorvall RC-5C Plus, Kendro Laboratory Products, Newtown, CT, USA) to re-
move apoptotic bodies and vesicles larger than exosomes. After this, supernatant was 
filtered using 0.22 µm Steritop filter unit. The filtered supernatant was further processed 
in two ways: 1) direct ultracentrifugation and pellet resuspension in phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS) or 2) concentration before ultracentrifugation and storage as pellets. In the 
first method, filtered supernatant was directly ultracentrifuged at 4 °C, 100 000 g for 60 
min (Beckman Coulter Optima LE-80K, Brea, CA, USA). Supernatant was aspirated 
carefully and exosome pellet was resuspended by shaking and pipetting repeatedly each 
tube with 200 µl of cold PBS. These exosome samples were stored at -18 °C. Later, 
samples were pooled and measured for their exosome protein content (described in sec-
tion 10.4.2). The samples were divided to aliquots of 6 µg protein (88 µl) and stored at -
80 °C. In the second method, the protein amount of filtered supernatant was determined 
and 19-22 ml of supernatant was concentrated to maximum volume of 1 ml using 
Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filter device with 100 000 nominal molecular weight limit 
(NMWL) (Millipore). This concentrate was then ultracentrifuged in 1.5 ml centrifugal 
tubes at 4 °C, 100 000 g for 60 min. Tubes were aspirated carefully and dry exosome 
pellet samples were stored at -80 °C. 
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10.4 Protein amount determination 
Exosomes in PBS and pellets were tested for their protein content in order to evaluate 
the final exosome yield. For the PBS samples one aliquot (88 µl) was used, whereas 
pellet samples were first resuspended into 100 µl of PBS by repeated pipetting and 
shaking. When determining protein concentration from e.g. filtered supernatant, 100 µl 
was taken for sample. 
10.4.1 Sample washing 
In order to remove non-exosome proteins, the samples were washed using Amicon Ul-
tra-4 centrifugal filter device with 100K NMWL (Millipore). 400 µl of PBS (without 
calcium / magnesium) was added to samples and centrifuged at 4 °C, 3130 g for 15-20 
min. Rinsing was repeated twice. To ensure the removal of larger protein constituents, 
the remaining filtrate was supplemented with 10 % (v/v) 10X trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) 
and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C followed by rinsing with 400 µl of PBS three times. 
Last filtrate was suspended to final volume of 600 µl of PBS. 
10.4.2 Protein assay 
Micro BCA protein assay kit from Thermo scientific was used to determine protein 
amount of the exosomes. Washed samples were put to 95 °C for 10 minutes to break 
down exosomes and to release their protein content. 1:10 and 1:100 dilutions of the 
samples were made in PBS. 150 µl of non-diluted- and diluted samples and standards of 
known protein amount were pipetted on a flat bottom 96 well plate. 150 µl of micro 
BCA working reagent was added to each well and shaken. Plate was sealed with para-
film and incubated at 37 °C for 2 hours. The plate was cooled to room temperature and 
absorbance was measured at 562 nm wavelength using Varioskan flash multiplate read-
er (Thermo scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 
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10.5 Exosome particle size distribution 
Particle size distribution of exosomes collected from LNCaP cells was measured by na-
noparticle tracking analysis. Pellet samples were resuspended with PBS to a final vol-
ume of 300 µl. Dilution series of 1:10 to 1:100 000 were prepared and NTA analysis 
was performed using the NanoSight LM10 (Malvern, Worcestershire, United Kingdom) 
nanoparticle tracking analysis instrument. 
10.6 Gold substrate surface modifications 
Gold-coated SPR sensor slides (12 x 20 mm) were obtained from Bionavis Ltd (Tampe-
re, Finland). Sensors were cleaned prior to their use by boiling them for 5-10 minutes in 
a solution containing one part of 30 % ammonium hydroxide solution (Sigma-Aldrich), 
one part of 30 % hydrogen peroxide solution (Sigma-Aldrich) and five parts of Milli-Q 
water. After boiling, sensors were rinsed with Milli-Q water, dried with airflow and 
sterilized by autoclaving. Finally, sensor slide surface was treated with three different 
cell adherence enhancers: rat tail collagen I (Cultrex), human plasma fibronectin (HFN, 
Millipore) and CELLstart (CTS, Gibco). 
Rat tail collagen I (3 mg/ml) and Human fibronectin (1 mg/ml) were diluted to desired 
concentrations using 0.02 M acetic acid and PBS, respectively. CELLstart was diluted 
with PBS at a ratio of 1:50 according to manufacturer’s guidelines. 2 ml of collagen and 
fibronectin and 0.7 ml of CELLstart were pipetted in an 8.8 cm2 culture dish with a gold 
sensor. Collagen and fibronectin treated sensors were incubated for 1 hour at room tem-
perature and CELLstart treated sensor was incubated at 37 °C, 5 % CO2 for 2 hours, af-
ter which solutions were aspirated. Collagen and fibronectin treated sensors were rinsed 
with PBS. All sensors were seeded with the cells immediately after the treatment. For 
collagen, dilutions resulting in a culture dish coverage of 4.5-5.5 µg/cm2 were tested 
and for fibronecting 4.5-10 µg/cm2. 
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10.7 Immobilization of cells on gold substrate 
Cultured cells were detached using trypsin-EDTA or TrypLE Express and re-suspended 
with complete growth medium. Cell counting and viability testing was done using Try-
pan blue exclusion. Trypan Blue Stain 0.4 % (Gibco) was added into cell solution at 1:1 
ratio (v/v) and cell count and viability was measured using Cedex XS cell counter 
(Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland). Medium was then added to adjust the cell 
concentration. 
Sterilized, surface treated and non-treated gold sensors were placed on a culture dish 
with a surface area of approximately 8.8 cm2. Desired amount of resuspended cells and 
pure medium was added to final volume of 2 ml and plates were incubated at 37 °C, 5 
% CO2. Cell attachment and confluence on gold sensor was observed after 24 to 96 
hours with microscope. At the end of the incubation, when growth on gold sensor was 
near confluent, cell viability was assessed using Trypan blue exclusion method. Trypan 
Blue Stain 0.4 % and medium was added into culture dish at 1:1 ratio (v/v) and incubat-
ed at 37 °C, 5 % CO2 for 2-3 minutes. Viability was evaluated by eye; Dead cells take 
up dye making them readily distinguishable, while living cells do not. 
10.8 Sample preparation for surface plasmon resonance 
The volume of the flow cell chamber is 100 µl and the tubing adds roughly another 100 
µl of dead volume. Minimum sample volume of 300 µl was used to ensure sufficient 
sample amount to fill the entire measurement chamber and to avoid injection of air. 
10.8.1 Exosome samples 
Thrombin-collagen activated platelet exosome samples were obtained from Department 
of Biosciences, Biochemistry and Biotechnology, University of Helsinki. The protein 
content of these exosome pellet samples was 6 µg. For pellet resuspension, 50 µl of se-
rum free medium was added and mixed vigorously by pipetting several times. Medium 
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was then added to final volume of 300 µl, resulting in final sample concentration of 20 
µg/ml. 
Prostate exosome samples collected from LNCaP cells containing 6 µg of protein in 88 
µl of PBS were diluted with serum free medium to final volume of 300 µl. Dry exosome 
pellet samples from LNCaP cells were first resuspended with 50 µl of medium, mixing 
vigorously by pipetting several times, followed by addition of medium to final volume 
of 300 µl. 
10.8.2 PEI/DNA polyplex samples 
Plasmid DNA  (pDNA)  coding  β-galactosidase  (pCMVβ)  and  luciferase  (pCLuc4)  were  
received as a gift from University of California, San Francisco, CA, USA. Amplifica-
tion, isolation and purity analysis were performed by Martina Hanzlíková and others at 
University of Helsinki (Hanzlíková et al. 2011). 
A stock solutions of 1 mg/ml pDNA in Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer solution (Sigma-
Aldrich) and 1 mg/ml branched polyethyleneimine (PEI) with mean molecular weight 
of 25 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich) in water at pH 7 were prepared. Into 4 µl of DNA and 6.4 µl 
of PEI stock solutions, MES-HEPES buffer with pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich) was then add-
ed to dilute and adjust the pH. Buffered PEI solution was then added into buffered DNA 
solution and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature. This results in PEI/DNA 
polyplexes with an N/P ratio of 12 (the amount of positively charged constituents in 
moles is 12 times that of negatively charged). After incubation 310 µl of MES-HEPES 
buffer and 1600 µl of serum free medium were added. Total volume of the final 
PEI/DNA polyplex sample was 2 ml with a PEI/DNA concentration of 5.2 µg/ml. 
10.9 Surface plasmon resonance experiments 
Experiments were performed using an SPR Navi 200 instrument (Bionavis Ltd, Tampe-
re, Finland). Prior to testing, the flow cell and tubings were rinsed with 70 % ethanol 
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and Milli-Q water, and the flow cell chamber was warmed to 37 °C. To ensure that no 
contaminants from serum affect the experiment, serum free medium was used in all ex-
periments. For samples containing PBS in addition to growth medium, a solution with 
29 % (v/v) of PBS in serum free growth medium was prepared to correspond the 
amount of PBS in the samples. All samples and medium were preheated to 37 °C. 
Sensor slides with cells were inserted to the slide holder and the glass side of the sensor 
was cleaned with 70 % ethanol to remove any impurities that could affect optical prop-
erties of the sensor slide. The slide holder with the sensor slide was then quickly insert-
ed into the SPR device and medium was injected. After initial injection the cells were 
allowed to adjust for 15-20 minutes, after which the sample was injected. All experi-
ments were carried out by batch method i.e. there is no flow between injections. Injec-
tions were done manually using a syringe. Typical observation time after sample injec-
tion was approximately 30 minutes, after which sample was removed by injecting me-
dium, and cells were observed for another 20-30 min. Experiment was ended with re-
moval of the medium, and sensor slide was quickly placed in a cell culture dish with 
complete growth medium. Immediately after the experiment, the sensor slide was ob-
served under microscope for cell monolayer integrity. Also cell viability was evaluated 
with Trypan blue exclusion method as described earlier in section 10.7. 
Before each experiment, an initial scan comprising the full SPR angular spectrum of 40-
78 ° was performed. Angular scan spectrum of 57-75 ° was then used for all experi-
ments as this range is sufficient to cover the whole refractive spectrum in our liquid 
samples. This angular spectrum was scanned every 2.24 seconds. Scanning was per-
formed using two wavelengths simultaneously, 783 and 668 nm. All data presented is 
obtained form wavelength of 783 nm. As the evanescent field depth (δz) of surface 
plasmons is dependent on the wavelength of incident light, longer wavelength extends 
deeper into the sample medium. Thus, by using wavelength of 783 nm, we are able to 
see deeper into the cell. In addition to peak angular position, peak minimum intensity 
and total internal reflection (TIR) area were evaluated. Using all these parameters, we 
are able to gain deeper understanding of cellular reactions to test compounds. 
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11 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
11.1   Exosome yield, particle count and size distribution 
As detecting exosomes directly is complicated, the exosome amount can be expressed 
in relation to protein content of exosomes. From Micro BCA assay, the exosome yield 
was determined to be an average of 2.8–14 µg from 6-43 ×   10ହ cells. The protein 
amount in pelleted sample aliquots was found to be from 2.7 to 14 µg per pellet, result-
ing in 9-47 µg/ml in 300 µl final sample to be used in SPR experimentation. As protein 
assay indicates, exosome samples prepared by ultracentrifugation can vary greatly in 
their exosome amount. For more homogenous samples, further optimization of separa-
tion process would be required. 
NTA uses laser light source to illuminate nano sized particles and determines the count 
and size distribution by tracking Brownian motion of the particles. It is capable of dif-
ferentiating particles with diameter of 10-2000 nm. The particle size distribution gives 
an approximation on success of separation by ultracentrifugation. However, this method 
cannot discriminate exosomes from other vesicles with the same size, and samples can 
only be regarded as exosome enriched rather than pure exosome samples. The NTA as-
say showed that the final prostate exosome sample aliquots had an average particle size 
of 154 nm with standard deviation of 102 nm (Figure 27). This mean particle size is at 
the upper limit of expected exosome size. However, due to NTA assay characteristics 
and exosome aggregation contributing to measured mean particle size, the size distribu-
tion falls well within the exosome size range (Sokolova et al. 2011; Ramteke et al. 
2013). The particle count was 6.1   × 10଼  particles ml⁄  in 1:10 diluted sample, i.e. 
6.1   × 10ଽ  particles ml⁄  in undiluted sample. 
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Figure 27. Average particle amount and size distribution in prostate exosome samples. 
Y-axis shows number of particles (particles   × 10଻ ml⁄ ) and x-axis the particle size 
(nm). Black area indicates the standard error of the mean. 
11.2 Cell immobilization on gold sensor 
To ensure repeatability of SPR experiments, cells have to attach on the gold surface of 
the SPR sensor slide and form a tight monolayer. Bare spots on the sensor can cause 
inconsistent signals on sensograms. On the other hand, cells stacked in more than one 
layer might obscure the detection of cell-particle interactions. Also, cells have to with-
stand the strain inflicted upon them during the SPR measurement, as the medium and 
sample injecting causes a flow of liquid inside the flow cell chamber. 
11.2.1 LNCaP cells 
First, cells were seeded on top of gold sensors using cell densities of 7   ×   10ସ, 1   ×
  10ହ and 1.5   ×  10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄ . The concentrations were chosen based on the cell line 
supplier (ATCC) recommendations and previous publications (Hiragun et al. 2012). Af-
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ter 24 hours, the two lower seeding densities showed cells proliferating and attaching on 
the sensor, but not covering the whole sensor surface. The highest seeding density of 
1.5   ×   10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄  on the other hand covered the whole sensor almost completely 
after 24 hours (Figure 28). 
 
Figure 28. Light microscopy images of LNCaP cells growing on gold sensor slide. a) - 
c) show the sensors after 24 hours of seeding, with seeding densities of 7   ×  10ସ, 
1   ×  10ହ and 1.5   ×   10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄ , respectively. d) - f) represent sensors after 48 
hours with seeding densities of 7   ×   10ସ, 1   ×  10ହ and 1.5   ×  10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄ , respec-
tively. g) shows a sensor with 1   ×   10ହ  seeded cells cmଶ⁄  after 96 hours and h) 
1.5   ×   10ହ   seeded  cells cmଶ⁄  after 72 hours. The scale bar in all images is 200 µm. 
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After 48 hours, all seeding densities showed that cells had proliferated to cover the sen-
sors completely or almost completely. The highest seeding density of 1.5   ×
  10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄  was so full that minor cell clumping begun to emerge. If the cells are 
incubating further for 72–96 hours, they grow past the confluency and start to stack on 
top of each other and form clumps (Figure 28 g) and h)). Trypan blue exclusion test ver-
ified that cells are alive on the sensor slides regardless of seeding density. However, the 
assessment of the most suitable seeding density is complicated. The lowest amount of 
cells in most cases form an adequate monolayer within 48 hours. The highest cell seed-
ing density provides confluent monolayer more reliably, but after 48 hours the risk of 
clumping is evident. Furthermore, higher passage number of the cells increased the cell 
proliferation on the sensors and lower seeding density was required for cells at higher 
passage number. 
To further asses if the sensor with highest seeding density of 1.5   ×   10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄  
could be used already after 24 hours incubation, an SPR experiment was conducted us-
ing only growth medium as injected sample. The result shows that even if the cells are 
distributed to the whole sensor area, the strength of attachment is not sufficient and cells 
are detached during the SPR run (Figure 29). 
Next, surface modified sensor was tested to see if cell adhesion promoting agent could 
expedite cell adhesion to the sensor surface. Lower seeding density of 7   ×
  10ସ   cells cmଶ⁄  was used, as it was expected that adhesion protein could decrease the 
amount of cells required to cover the whole sensor area. Indeed, a sensor treated with 
5.5 µg/cm2 collagen I showed that despite the lower seeding density, sensor was com-
pletely confluent 24 hours after seeding. Yet, from figure 29 it can be seen that even 
with the collagen treated sensor, the attachment of cells was still not strong enough and 
cells detached during the SPR run. 
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Figure 29. Light microscopy images of LNCaP cells before and after SPR experimenta-
tion on adhesion protein treated and non-treated sensors with 20-24 hours incubation. a) 
shows the sensor after 24 hours incubation with no adhesion protein with cell seeding 
density of 1.5   ×  10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄ . b) shows sensor after 20 hours incubation, treated 
with 5.5 µg/cm2 collagen I with seeding density of 7   ×  10ସ   cells cmଶ⁄ . c) and d) show 
sensors a) and b) after SPR experiment, respectively. The scale bar in all images is 200 
µm. 
In addition to collagen, two other adhesion proteins, fibronectin and CELLstart, were 
also experimented to estimate their effectiveness on LNCaP cell adhesion. Collagen, 
fibronectin and CELLstart were used in different concentrations and seeding densities 
(Table 2). Higher seeding densities were not experimented, as it was evident that lower 
cell concentrations were sufficient for the formation of confluent monolayers when us-
ing adhesion promoters. 
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Table 2. Cell and adhesion protein concentrations tested on gold sensor surface. 
Cell concentration 
(cells/cm2) 
Tested without 
adhesion pro-
moter 
Fibronectin 
(µg/cm2) 
Rat tail colla-
gen I (µg/cm2) 
Cellstart solu-
tion (µl/cm2) 
5   ×  10ସ no 10 - - 
7   ×  10ସ yes 4.5 10 
4.5 
5.5 80 
1   ×  10ହ yes - - - 
1.5   ×  10ହ yes - - - 
As the experiments with collagen already indicated, these adhesion enhancers do not 
provide adequate attachment after 24 hours incubation. Thus, all other adhesion pro-
moter tests were conducted using 48 hours incubation time (Figure 30). According to 
the results, after 48 hours of incubation, cells remained on both untreated and surface 
modified sensors after the SPR run. Seeding density had no effect on how strong cells 
attach on sensors and both seeding densities of 7   ×  10ସ and 1.5   ×   10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄  
sustained a nearly uniform cell monolayer under the stress of the SPR run. The medium 
flow caused by injection during the assay always causes some cell detachment, espe-
cially at the vicinity of the flow cell inlet and outlet. This is most likely due to the turbu-
lence within the flow cell chamber at the site where medium flows in and out, and it can 
be seen as cell monolayer deterioration in these areas. Sensors with adhesion enhancers 
showed small improvement in this; all sensors treated with any of the adhesion promot-
ers showed more consistent cell monolayer throughout the flow cell chamber area. 
However, the cell monolayer deterioration around the edges of the flow cell chamber 
should not pose a problem. This is because the site of measurement area is small and is 
located at the very bottom of the flow cell chamber area. Also, SPR parameters, such as 
TIR area shape, provide information if the measurement area has bare gold surface ex-
posed. Adhesion promoter treated or untreated sensors showed no differences in SPR 
responses for test compounds used (data not shown). Thus, the results are comparable 
regardless of sensor treatment. This conclusion is supported by previous studies where 
adhesion promoters were used (Wang et al. 2012a; Chabot et al. 2013).  
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Figure 30. Light microscopy images of LNCaP cells before and after SPR experiment 
on adhesion protein treated and non-treated sensors with 48 hours incubation. a)-e) 
show sensors before and f)–j) after SPR run. The conditions were as follows: a), b), f) 
and g): no adhesion enhancer, c) and h): 4.5 µg/cm2 of collagen I, d) and i): 10 µg/cm2 
of fibronectin and e) and j): 80 µl/cm2 of CELLstart solution. Seeding density for b) and 
g) was 1.5   ×   10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄  and for all the rest 7   ×  10ସ   cells cmଶ⁄ . The scale bar in 
all images is 200 µm. 
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The results from experiments with LNCAP cell immobilization on gold sensor can be 
summarized in three main conclusions: 1) Cell seeding density is somewhat flexible for 
LNCaP. Both the lower and the higher seeding densities result in coherent cell mono-
layer. Nevertheless, cell proliferation is always variable and may vary even when using 
same seeding density. In addition, it was evident that the passage number of the cells 
plays a role in how fast they proliferate. With larger passage number the cell monolayer 
formation is accelerated. Thus, for the SPR experiments the cell seeding density varied 
and both lower and higher densities were used. 2) 24 hours is not enough for cells to 
attach on gold surface strong enough to endure the stress under SPR run. Minimum of 
48 hours incubation is needed. 3) Adhesion promoters do not shorten the time needed 
for cells to adhere to gold surface. Instead, they do help cell monolayer to remain more 
consistent on the sensor surface during the SPR measurement. In addition, they do not 
affect SPR responses, and results are comparable whether adhesion promoters are used 
or not. 
11.2.2 PC-3 cells 
PC-3 cell line showed very similar behavior than LNCaP cells when incubating on gold 
substrate. Proliferation was good and cells attached strong enough to withstand the 
stress under the SPR run. Seeding density had more pronounced effect on monolayer 
character than with LNCaP. A seeding density of 1   ×  10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄  seemed to pro-
duce the most consistent monolayer repeatedly, whereas 1   ×  10ସ   cells cmଶ⁄  often 
showed bare spots. Cell stacking started to appear with seeding density of 1.5   ×
  10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄ . As with LNCaP, higher cell line passage number increased the prolif-
eration rate, and confluency on sensor slides was reached faster. In addition, the degree 
of cell stacking was sensitive to cell passage number, and earlier passages did not show 
strong clumping with the higher seeding density. 48 hours of incubation was needed for 
cells to gain sufficient attachment. Trypan blue exclusion assay verified viability of PC-
3 cells on gold sensor after 48 hours and also after the SPR run. No adhesion promoters 
were tested. Depending on cell passage, seeding densities of 1   ×   10ହ and 1.5   ×
  10ହ   cells cmଶ⁄  were used for SPR experiments. Unfortunately, due to a contamination 
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of this cell line, we were unable to undergo some of the planned SPR experiments with 
these cells, namely, none of the experiments with exosomes were conducted. 
11.3 Surface plasmon resonance experiments 
11.3.1 Initial scan 
The integrity of cell monolayer on gold sensor was evaluated by examining each sensor 
under microscope before experimentation. Often, the growth was not complete to the 
very edges of sensor slide. However, this should not pose a problem as the flow cell 
chamber positions at the bottom middle of the sensor slide. Also, SPR Navi 200 uses 
multiple lasers, others positioned at the top and others at the bottom of the flow cell 
chamber. In our experiments, we utilized the bottom lasers and sensor slides were 
placed accordingly. If cell monolayer was not completely confluent, slides were placed 
in such a way that the confluent part of the monolayer was at the bottom. Further evalu-
ation of the cell monolayer integrity was then made by observing the full SPR curve be-
fore each test. Figure 31 shows a full SPR curve for a sensor slide without cells and 
with LNCaP monolayer. When cell monolayer is present, the TIR region shows a more 
round shape and is shifted to higher angle, from around 61 ° to 63 ° and to lower inten-
sity, from around 0.81 to 0.78. Also PAP shifts from 66 ° to 67.5 ° and PMI increases 
from 0.05 to 0.1. These chances are in accordance with experiments done by Yashunsky 
et al. (2010b) and Viitala et al. (2013). Yashunsky et al. monitored cell monolayer for-
mation concurrently with optical microscopy and SPR. Viitala et al. simulated a full 
SPR curve of a thick sample layer on the sensor surface, corresponding to SPR curve 
produced by a cell monolayer. In both experiments the cell monolayer caused the PAP 
to shift to higher angle and PMI to increase. In addition, Viitala et al. showed similar 
TIR region changes as observed here. 
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Figure 31. A full SPR curve of pure gold sensor (blue dashed line) and sensor with 
LNCaP monolayer (solid red line). Graph shows a typical shape alteration of SPR curve 
when cell monolayer is present. Peak minimum intensity and angular position increase. 
TIR region shifts to lower intensity and to higher angle. Also, typical TIR region round-
ing is noticeable. 
After initial medium injection, PAP shows some shifting. This shift can be an increase 
or decrease in PAP while the cells react to the environmental change. Within 10 to 15 
minutes, we could see the chance in PAP settling to either constant value or constant 
slope. In the results presented here, this initial shifting of sensograms is not included to 
clarify the actual SPR responses to samples. Also, because several sources of variation 
exist, including differences in the concentration of exosome samples, cell passage num-
ber and cell occupancy on sensor, individual SPR sensograms vary in observed re-
sponse. Especially, in some experiments with exosome samples, the background signal 
obscures the actual response almost completely. For these reasons, only representative 
data is presented. 
11.3.2 Peak angular position and total internal reflection area angle 
As cells are known to uptake PEI/DNA polyplexes, they were used as a positive control. 
For negative control, a pure medium was used. The injection of medium without sample 
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causes a sharp increase in PAP, followed by a quick return to initial value as seen on 
figure 32 a). The same is observed also with PEI/DNA sample, after second injection of 
plain medium that ends PEI/DNA stimulation in figure 32 b). With the first injection 
with PEI/DNA sample, this transient peak is most likely obscured by the large shift in 
PAP caused by PEI/DNA itself. Other research groups also observed these transient 
peaks with other cell lines when cells were forced to changes in their cell size (Robelek 
and Wegener 2010; Baumgarten and Robelek 2011). These peaks were later abolished 
by the use of long-range surface plasmons (LRSP) that probes up to three times deeper 
into the sample layer (Vala et al. 2013). Thus, it was concluded that the short penetra-
tion depth of surface plasmons is sensitive to local changes in refractive index that do 
not accurately represent the cell as a whole. Wang et al. (2012b) attributed these local 
changes as vertical cell membrane movement, when cells were stimulated with non-
isotonic medium. To evaluate the actual cell responses to the used stimulus, these tran-
sient peaks should be ignored. It is safe to assume that also the transient peaks observed 
in our experiments are of similar origin; medium injection causing minor local changes 
within the evanescent field e.g. cell monolayer pushed towards the sensor. By using 
method such as LRSP that penetrates deeper into the sample layer, these peaks would 
be rendered nonexistent. 
 
Figure 32. Change in PAP with a) pure medium sample and b) PEI/DNA polyplex sam-
ple representing negative and positive controls, respectively. Solid arrow indicates in-
jection of sample and dashed arrow marks injection of medium. y-axis shows change of 
PAP in degrees and x-axis time in minutes. 
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When neglecting these transient peaks, the results show that medium sample does not 
induce any shift in PAP. For PEI/DNA on the other hand, the PAP shift is formidable, a 
0.9 ° increase. After washing the sample, no changes in PAP occur. When inside the 
cells, PEI/DNA particle trafficking includes movement toward inner parts of the cells 
and fusing with lysosomes (Godbey et al. 1999). In the time course of SPR experiment, 
no particle recycling out of the cells could occur. Also, attachment/detachment from the 
cell surface or delayed internalization should show changes later in the SPR signal. 
Thus, the increase in PAP seems to be due to PEI/DNA nanoparticle endocytosis by 
LNCaP cells. These control experiments with nanoparticles and pure medium sample 
were repeated with PC-3 cell line. The experiments showed similar responses as with 
LNCaP cells (Appendix figure A1). 
In the work done by Viitala et al. (2013), where the full SPR angular spectra of a thick 
sample layer were simulated, the sample layer properties were set to produce SPR sig-
nals that a confluent cell monolayer produces. They divided the cell monolayer into two 
theoretical regions: a lower part within the evanescent field and an upper part outside 
the reach of evanescent field. Changes at different regions of the cell monolayer were 
simulated for their effect on SPR signals. Also, MDCK cell monolayer was used to 
compare these simulated responses to experimental signals. Total internal reflection 
(TIR) area has not been utilized earlier in cell sensing. However, Viitala et al. showed 
that this region within the SPR curve could further elucidate cellular responses. Accord-
ing to the simulation, the angle of the TIR region reflects refractive index changes in 
regions outside the evanescent field within the cell monolayer. Indeed, in their experi-
ments with MDCK cells, TIR angle correlated with PAP angle for changes in refractive 
index within the cell monolayer. The instrumentation used in our experiments does not 
support direct data acquisition of TIR angle. However, from full SPR curve it is possi-
ble to manually follow intensity changes at the quasi-linear slope of the TIR area. The 
fixed angle intensity changes obtained this way translate into TIR region angle changes, 
i.e. increase in intensity when TIR angle decreases and vice versa. This is a similar 
method as when following peak angular changes using fixed angle scan. The TIR area 
angle sensograms acquired by this method are presented as a relative change and cor-
rected to show positive values for increasing TIR angle and vice versa. From figure 33, 
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it can be seen that TIR angle alterations with LNCaP cells for medium sample a) and 
PEI/DNA sample b) correlate perfectly with PAP sensograms from figure 32. This fur-
ther confirms the fact that the observed responses actually originate from mass accumu-
lation within the cell monolayer. 
 
Figure 33. TIR angle sensograms for a) pure medium sample b) PEI/DNA polyplex 
sample. Solid arrow indicates the injection of sample and dashed arrow injection of pure 
medium. y-axis scale shows relative change between samples. x-axis shows time in 
minutes. 
Next, platelet and prostate exosomes were tested on LNCaP cells. After exosome injec-
tion, an increase in refractive index is seen (Figure 34). This increase of 0.1 ° is much 
smaller, compared to what is seen with the PEI/DNA sample, yet the response is clear 
when compared to the negative control sample. For the platelet exosome sample and the 
medium injections, similar initial transient peaks as in the control experiments are seen. 
For prostate exosome sample, this transient peak seems to be obscured by stronger shift 
in PAP caused by the sample itself, as was with PEI/DNA sample. As previously ex-
plained, these peaks are ignored. Moreover, for platelet exosomes, an initial decrease in 
PAP is seen that is not observed with prostate exosomes. A similar phenomenon is seen 
with cells rearranging their actin cytoskeleton. Cytoskeleton movement towards basal 
cell membrane increases the RI, but this positive change in PAP is obscured by a strong 
negative signal caused by cellular contraction (Cuerrier et al. 2008; Chabot et al. 2013). 
As cells later regain their morphology and spread, the PAP increase caused by cytoskel-
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eton rearrangement becomes visible. It seems that LNCaP cells react to platelet exo-
somes in a similar manner. The initial decrease in PAP caused by cellular contraction is 
quickly shifted to PAP increase as exosomes move into cells and cells regain their orig-
inal morphology. LNCaP cell reaction to prostate exosomes seems to differ, as the only 
response observed is the increase in PAP, resulting from either cellular spreading or ex-
osome accumulation within cells or both. Reason for this difference in the responses is 
unknown. 
 
Figure 34. Change in PAP with a) LNCaP exosomes and b) platelet exosomes. Solid 
arrow indicates the injection of sample and dashed arrow injection of pure medium. y-
axis shows change of PAP in degrees and x-axis time in minutes. 
Differences in SPR response between these exosomes emerge also after rinsing the 
sample with plain medium on the second injection. When rinsing prostate exosomes, 
PAP returns to its original value, whereas for platelet exosomes no change in PAP is 
seen, i.e. the angular position is shifted to higher values permanently. This suggests that 
prostate exosomes exit the cells when pure medium is added, whereas platelet exosomes 
are retained within the cells. This is reasonable, as prostate exosomes originate from 
these same cells. Thus, these cells have the inherit capability to excrete these exosomes. 
On the contrary, platelet exosomes are not naturally present in these cells, and conse-
quently are not expected to excrete them. 
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The TIR angle sensogram for prostate exosomes shows the same transition phases as 
the PAP sensogram (Figure 35 a)). For the platelet exosomes, the TIR angle is some-
what more difficult to interpret, but the same characteristics in responses as seen in PAP 
sensogram, are present (Figure 35 b)). Upon exosome injection, a transient peak is ob-
served, followed by a decrease in the TIR angle. Then, continuous increase of TIR angle 
follows. It seems that the platelet TIR sensogram after 20 minutes does not correlate 
with the platelet PAP sensogram. However, this difference is a result of data handling 
and manual acquisition of the TIR angle sensogram. When observing the TIR sen-
sogram from 20 minutes onwards separately, it is obvious that medium injection does 
not have any effect on the sensogram and thus, it corresponds to the platelet PAP sen-
sogram. Exosome interactions on PC-3 cells were not experimented because of contam-
ination of the cell line. 
 
Figure 35. TIR angle changes for a) prostate exosomes and b) platelet exosomes. Solid 
arrow indicates the injection of sample and dashed arrow injection of pure medium. y-
axis scale shows relative change between samples. x-axis shows time in minutes. 
11.3.3 Peak minimum intensity 
To further evaluate cell monolayer response to exosomes, the PMI changes were evalu-
ated. The plain medium injections show very little response in PMI (Figure 36 a)). The 
PEI/DNA sample, however, shows a considerable decrease in reflected light intensity 
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(Figure 36 b)). This PMI change is opposite to the change in PAP sensogram of 
PEI/DNA (Figure 32). 
 
Figure 36. PMI change for a) pure medium sample and b) PEI/DNA polyplex sample. 
Solid arrow indicates injection of sample and dashed arrow marks injection of medium. 
y-axis shows the change in reflected light intensity and x-axis time in minutes. 
Interpreting the intensity changes is challenging as very little effort has been made pre-
viously to understand these changes in SPR. However, the decrease in reflected light 
intensity in this case is surprising, as according to current knowledge, the intensity is 
expected to be parallel to PAP: PMI should increase as PAP increases and vice versa. 
The intensity of reflected light depends on the losses of light at the sample layer due to 
light scattering and/or absorption. In other words, the more light is scattered on the sur-
face, the less surface plasmons are generated and consequently, reflected light intensity 
increases. Cell spreading on a sensor surface increases the mass at the evanescent field 
and thus, the PAP and PMI increase (Yashunsky et al. 2010b). Accumulation of drug 
into cells, causing cell layer spreading and mass redistribution in cells, is also expected 
to result in an increase in both PAP and PMI (Viitala et al. 2013). On the contrary, cell 
contraction and mass redistribution causes decrease in both sensograms. Cell volume 
changes by fluid movement also cause corresponding PAP and PMI changes. When flu-
id flows out of cells, intracellular water content decreases, while concentration of intra-
cellular structures increases. Lowered water content leads to an increase in refractive 
index and consequently an increase in PAP. The increased concentration of cellular 
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structures increases the amount of light scattering surfaces causing PMI to increase 
(Vala et al. 2013). When cells grow on the sensor surface to form a continuous mono-
layer, the cell occupancy on the sensor increases and thus PAP increases (Yashunsky et 
al. 2010b). In this case, also PMI increases, because the surface area of cell membrane-
medium interfaces increase. However, when cells have reached a near confluent mono-
layer, PMI starts to decrease. This is because as the cell membrane monolayer on the 
surface becomes more unified, the less light scattering interfaces exist. On the contrary, 
PAP continues to increase, as long as more cellular content occupies the surface. Yash-
unsky et al. (2012b) also demonstrated that opposite PAP and PMI changes for conflu-
ent cell monolayer are possible. Chlorpromazine treatment causes corrugation (rippling) 
of the basal cell membrane that leads to increased water amount within the evanescent 
field. Increased water content within the sensing area causes PAP to decrease, while the 
corrugated cell membrane increases the light scattering surface area and consequently 
increases PMI. For a confluent cell monolayer, PMI can increase also if the cell mono-
layer integrity is disrupted (Yashunsky et al. 2010b). To understand cell reactions to 
stimulants, differentiation between single cell and cell monolayer contribution to the 
SPR signals must be made. For example, the increase in intracellular organelle concen-
tration, as cell water content is reduced, does not affect the cell monolayer occupancy 
on the sensor, and the increase in both PAP and PMI are the result of increased concen-
tration of intracellular components (organelles) (Vala et al. 2013). When a confluent 
cell monolayer is stimulated with drugs, PAP and PMI changes can be the result of both 
intracellular events and cell monolayer changes resulting from accumulation of drugs 
within the cells. The increase in PAP and PMI is a result of intracellular mass redistri-
bution towards the basal membrane and cell spreading, while decrease in PAP and PMI 
results from intracellular mass redistribution away from the basal membrane and cell 
contraction (Viitala et al. 2013). The intracellular mass redistribution can be thought as 
increasing / decreasing water content locally within the cell. The reason for this is that 
the SPR evanescent field senses only the very bottom of the cells. Local movement of 
intracellular components, such as cytoskeleton rearrangement towards or away from the 
basal membrane, is sensed by the evanescent field as an increase / decrease of cytoskel-
eton  “concentration” at lower part of the cell. 
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Explaining the reactions of LNCaP cells to PEI/DNA in not straightforward. While it is 
evident that the increase in PAP is a consequence of cells internalizing these nanoparti-
cles, the SPR responses are difficult to interpret: as particles accumulate into the cells, 
neither mass redistribution towards basal membrane and cell spreading, or mass redis-
tribution away from basal membrane and cell contraction can explain the opposite re-
sponses of PAP and PMI. The decrease in PMI could indicate a slight contraction of 
cells, accompanied by mass redistribution away from evanescent field. However, in this 
case, PAP should also decrease (Viitala et al. 2013). The increase of PAP indicates cell 
spreading and/or mass redistribution towards basal membrane. In this situation, an in-
crease in PMI should occur. However, PAP increase along with PMI decrease can occur 
if basal membrane of cell monolayer becomes more unified, a change opposite to the 
membrane corrugation described by Yahsunsky et al. (2012b). Here, water content 
within the evanescent field decreases, while at the same time less cell membrane-
medium interface is present. Considering all these aspects, it seems that the opposite 
PAP and PMI signals are not caused by individual cell reactions only. It is likely that 
these SPR responses are a combined result of PEI/DNA accumulation within the cells 
and bulk changes within the cell monolayer. Mass redistribution and cell morphology 
changes might occur, but changes in the cell monolayer can overcome these signals. 
The intensity changes caused by exosome samples indicate similar responses to those of 
PEI/DNA (Figure 37). For both, prostate and platelet exosomes, a decrease in reflected 
light intensity can be seen. The decrease is more obvious for prostate exosomes (Figure 
37 a)), while for platelet exosomes the signal is more complex (Figure 37 b)). With 
platelet exosomes, after the initial drop in PMI, a continuous decrease in PMI remains. 
No change in PMI is seen for either exosome samples, when rinsing with plain medium. 
For platelet exosomes this is expected, as there is no change in PAP. The continuous 
decrease in PMI for platelet exosomes is considered to correlate with the platelet PAP 
sensogram, as already described for platelet exosome TIR angle results. For the prostate 
exosome sample, lack of PMI change with plain medium injection is somewhat surpris-
ing. This is because the PAP returns to same position as before exosome stimulation. 
This could mean that the initial decrease in PMI does not originate from intracellular 
responses, but from bulk cell monolayer changes. Alternatively, some other response 
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might obscure the PMI signal return when plain medium is injected. Finally, it is also 
possible that the decrease in PAP does not originate from cell-exosome interactions. 
 
Figure 37. PMI change for a) prostate exosomes and b) platelet exosomes. Solid arrow 
indicates injection of sample and dashed arrow marks injection of medium. y-axis 
shows the change in reflected light intensity and x-axis time in minutes. 
Monitoring the TIR area intensity changes can be used to confirm PMI changes, as TIR 
intensity has been shown to correlate reversibly to PMI changes (Viitala et al. 2013). 
Unfortunately, the instrumentation used in this study does not provide this data. 
11.3.4 Concluding remarks 
No straightforward comparison between PMI and PAP sensograms should be done. 
When working with living cells, every SPR assay shows a slightly unique response. For 
strong SPR responses, such as with PEI/DNA, the results are more consistent and repet-
itive: small variations in SPR signal caused by cellular responses to other factors than 
the actual sample are much weaker than the signal caused by PEI/DNA interaction with 
cells. For exosome samples causing a weaker response, the signal baseline shifting is 
more significant in relation to the observed response. At the very beginning, there is al-
ways drifting of PAP and PMI. Even if this drift settles within 15-30 minutes, constant 
increase or decrease in PAP and PMI often exist when samples are injected. For this 
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reason, meaningful signals are distinguished from the irrelevant ones and only repre-
sentative data is presented. Also, to make the SPR responses easier to interpret, some 
data processing has been done to compensate for signal drifting. For example the PAP 
sensogram of the platelet exosome sample presented in figure 34 b) shows no change 
after the second injection, whereas in the original sensogram the PAP increases slightly 
due to baseline drift. Thus, the continuously decreasing PMI of platelet sample after 
second injection (Figure 37 b)) actually corresponds reversibly to PAP sensogram. If 
these sensograms are compared as such, it seems that PMI changes and PAP does not – 
an interpretation that is not correct. 
To confirm that these SPR responses are not caused by nonspecific adhesion between 
exosomes and cells, or exosomes and gold substrate, experiments with prostate exo-
somes on a sensor with a monolayer of dead cells and on an empty sensor were per-
formed. PAP, TIR angle and PMI sensograms corresponded to the results acquired with 
plain medium injections on a sensor with a monolayer of dead cells, or on an empty 
sensor (Appendix figures A2, A3 and A4). This confirms that the responses observed 
with exosome samples are actually the result of exosomes interacting with the living 
cell monolayer. In addition, if PAP increase would be the result of exosomes interacting 
with the gold substrate, also the PMI should increase, as the increasing exosome con-
centration on sensor surface is expected to scatter more light. 
As mentioned earlier, before injecting the samples, PAP always shows either an in-
crease or a decrease and is not included in the sensograms presented here. When observ-
ing the PMI and TIR angle changes before sample injections, it was evident that the ini-
tial PMI change showed shifting opposite to that of PAP, while the TIR angle shifted to 
the same direction as PAP. For control samples with dead cells or with a blank sensor, 
the initial PMI, PAP and TIR angle all shifted to the same direction or did not change at 
all (Appendix figure A5). Thus, the opposite PMI and PAP responses seem to be char-
acteristic for a living cell layer and possibly specific for LNCaP cells. In addition, the 
distinct responses to exosomes of different origin might be specific for this cell type. 
This cell line has already shown unique responses toward EGF stimulation when com-
pared to other carcinoma cells (Hiragun et al. 2012). Further experiments with different 
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cell types and LNCaP cells exposed to exosomes of varying origins are needed to clari-
fy this matter.  
The SPR measurements most likely sense very little of the bare gold surface. The wave-
length used in these experiments is 783 nm, resulting in a propagation distance of sur-
face plasmons of approximately 10 µm (Johansen et al. 2000; Golosovsky et al. 2009). 
The LNCaP cell has an elongated shape of approximately 100 µm in length and 10-20 
µm in width. As the sensors are grown confluent before experimentation, a single sur-
face plasmon resonating and propagating at the gold surface most likely senses only the 
cell membrane covered surface. The light beam is approximately 1 mm in width with 
several hundreds to thousands of cells colonizing this area. Therefore, SPR sensograms 
represent the mean response of several cells. By using the SPR imaging method, sen-
sograms could be resolved within single cell level (Wang et al. 2012a). This would pro-
vide deeper understanding whether responses originate from a single cell, or if i.e. PMI 
decrease is a bulk response of the whole cell monolayer. Furthermore, using SPRI, cel-
lular responses from different parts of a single cell could be detected. 
The temperature of the medium in our experiments was 37 °C to ensure best possible 
environmental conditions for cells during the measurements. As shown with PEI/DNA 
interaction on HeLa cells, lowering the temperature enhances the SPR response (Silén  
2013). On the other hand, clathrin mediated endocytosis ceases at lower temperatures 
(Yashunsky et al. 2009). By using variable temperatures, stronger responses and further 
information on exosome internalization mechanisms could be obtained. In addition, in 
most studies, a constant flow is used as opposed to the static medium environment in 
our experiments. Introducing the sample with continuous flow would ensure no bulk 
effect to occur, as can happen when injecting the whole sample at once. However, this 
could lead to decreased signal in the SPR response, as exosome concentration interact-
ing with the cells at once is lower. Consequently, purer exosome samples with higher 
concentration would be required. Also, before using different temperatures and continu-
ous flow, it must be confirmed that cells can survive under these conditions. 
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Living cell sensing with SPR is a relatively new field of research, and cellular events 
responsible for SPR signals are not yet fully understood. It is, however, widely accepted 
that the increase in PAP can be associated to increased amount of mass within evanes-
cent field (Tudos and Schasfoort 2008). The mass increase can be further affirmed by a 
simultaneous and parallel shift in TIR angle (Viitala et al. 2013). The decrease in PMI 
indicates the formation of more homogenous environment with less light scattering sur-
faces within the evanescent field (Yashunsky et al. 2010b). Despite these facts, the in-
tracellular or cell monolayer reactions responsible for the SPR signals in this study can-
not be unambiguously explained, but more experiments are required to understand the 
results in depth. 
Exosome sample preparation offers a great challenge. The common protocol for exo-
some purification is based on separation by ultracentrifugation (Bijnsdorp et al. 2013; 
Ramteke et al. 2013). With this protocol, the produced samples are not always homoge-
nous in size, can contain other vesicles that are similar in their size and the obtained 
quantities are small and variable. However, other purification methods do not necessari-
ly offer considerable improvement and they can be more complicated and laborious 
(Tauro et al. 2012). The research on exosomes is still in an early phase of development. 
SPR is an interesting option for exosome studies. It is a potential tool for investigating 
the different exosome interactions with different cells, as different transportation routes, 
endocytic mechanisms and intracellular events produce different responses in SPR. 
However, for SPR to become a more feasible method for exosome studies, new tech-
nologies for the production of homogenous exosome samples in large quantities are 
needed. With more concentrated exosome samples clearer responses in SPR could be 
obtained. In addition, with samples of varying concentration, kinetic information on ex-
osome-cell reaction could be acquired. With exosome samples of better quality, SPR 
can be used to investigate exosome-cell interactions in depth. 
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12 FUTURE PROSPECTS 
To gain deeper understanding on cell-exosome interactions, different experimental set-
ups with different detection formats are needed. It is evident that living cells are the ma-
jor source of signal variability in our experiments. An approach where cells are not cul-
tured on the sensor surface would simplify the experimental setup by removing all dis-
crepancies in SPR signals originating from the cells. By using a more pure and simple 
running buffer, without contaminants found in the growth medium used in our experi-
ments, it should be possible to determine the degree of exosome enrichment of the sam-
ple liquid with SPR. Thus, culturing LNCaP cells on top of the flow cell chamber and 
detecting exosome depletion from the liquid, information on the kinetics of exosome 
uptake by the cells could be obtained. Alternatively, detecting the rate of exosome en-
richment of the liquid, determination of exosome secretion of the cells could be made. 
Furthermore, as exosomes are enriched with surface proteins for recognition of targeted 
cells, with the use of specific antibodies functionalized on sensor surface, these surface 
proteins can be exploited to enhance the sensitivity of the assay or to capture specific 
exosomes. 
13 CONCLUSIONS 
LNCaP and PC-3 cells can be cultured on gold-coated sensor slides, and they can with-
stand the stress under SPR measurement. Internalization of PEI/DNA nanoparticles into 
cells could be observed with SPR. Also, platelet and prostate exosomes showed re-
sponses corresponding to PEI/DNA signals and thus, these signals are most likely 
caused by exosome uptake into the cells. However, the results are difficult to interpret 
due to signal baseline drifting and response variability in living cells. The use of SPR in 
living cell sensing is still under development, and more work is needed to understand 
how different SPR signals relate to cell responses. Use of constant flow, different tem-
perature conditions and more refined sample purification with different sample concen-
trations should provide better understanding of exosome interactions with cells.  
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 APPENDIX 1 
Medium and PEI/DNA sensograms for PC-3 cells. 
 
Figure A1. PAP changes with PC-3 cells for plain medium sample a) and PEI/DNA 
sample b). Solid arrow indicates injection of sample and dashed arrow marks injection 
of medium. y-axis shows change of PAP in degrees and x-axis time in minutes. 
APPENDIX 2 
Control sensograms for PAP, PMI and TIR angle. 
 
Figure A2. PAP sensograms for platelet exosomes and medium sample on pure gold 
sensor a) and sensor with dead cells b). y-axis shows change of PAP in degrees and x-
axis time in minutes. 
  
Figure A3. TIR angle sensograms for platelet exosomes and medium sample on pure 
gold sensor a) and sensor with dead cells b). y-axis shows relative change of TIR angle 
and x-axis time in minutes. 
 
Figure A4. PMI sensograms for platelet exosomes and medium sample on pure gold 
sensor a) and sensor with dead cells b). y-axis shows the change in reflected light inten-
sity and x-axis time in minutes. 
 APPENDIX 3 
Initial signal shifting sensograms. 
 
Figure A5. Initial shifting of PAP, PMI and TIR angle on sensor without cells a), sensor 
with dead cell monolayer b) and sensor with living cell monolayer c). Left y-axis shows 
change in PAP in degrees, right y-axis is relative TIR angle and PMI change and x axis 
is time in minutes. 
